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About this book
This Participant Handbook is designed to enable training for the specific Qualification Pack(QP).
Each National Occupational (NOS) is covered across Unit/s.

The job is all about cutting different materials (mild carbon steel, stainless steel, aluminium, high
tensile and special steels, and other materials) in various profiles. This involves setting-up and
preparing for operations interpreting the right information from the specification documents,
obtaining the right consumables and other materials, etc.

Key Learning Objectives for the specific NOS mark the beginning of the Unit/s for that NOS. The
symbols used in this book are described below.

Symbols Used
!
Key Learning
Outcomes

Steps

Exercise

Tips
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Key Learning Outcomes
At the end of this module, you will be able to:
1. Discuss about Iron & Steel industry
2. Discuss about development activities in Iron & Steel industry
3. Discuss about employment opportunities in India
4. Know about industry structure
5. Know about Iron & Steel plants in India
6. Know about steel making procedure
7. Know about processes involved in steel making
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UNIT 1.1: Understanding of Iron & Steel Industry

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Understand about Iron & Steel industry
2. Understanding of development activities in the industry
3. Understanding of opportunities in Iron & Steel Industry in India

1.1.1 Introduction
India comes under the list of world’s largest crude steel producer countries. The growth of steel
sector in India has been motivated by availability of raw materials like iron ore and cheap labour.
Thus, the steel sector is giving an important contribution to India’s manufacturing industry.
Now crude steel capacity of India reached 109.85 Million tonnes (MT), with a growth of 7.4 per
cent. Production of crude steel grew by 8.9 per cent to 88. 98 MT. Total finished steel production
for sale increased by 5.1 per cent to 92.16 MT. Consumption of total finished steel increased 3.9
per cent to 76.99 MT.
India is now producing 7.34 MT of steel. The steel sector in India contributes nearly two per cent
of the country’s gross domestic product (GDP) and employs over 600,000 people.

1.1.2 Conditions for the growth of Iron and Steel Industries
The favorable conditions for the growth of Iron and Steel sector are:
1. Requirement of large amount of iron ore and coal for production of steel. Therefore
establishment of industry is required near iron-ore producing areas or coal producing areas.
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2. The factories are generally located near rivers or lakes also because large quantity of water
is required to cool the smelt iron.
Other factors affecting the location of the steel plants are:
•

availability of cheap labor near the steel plant,

•

nearby market, ports, etc.

Huge amount of investment is requisite for setting up of Iron and Steel plants. Though India has
enough volume of coal, iron-ore and cheap labor, but requirement of large investment makes it
difficult to set up many steel plants.

1.1.3 Development activities in Iron & Steel industry
Investments
In India, Steel industry has seen a number of major investments and developments in past few
years.
According to the data, the Indian metallurgical industries attracted Foreign Direct Investments
(FDI) of around US$ 8.7 billion.
Some of the major investments in the Indian steel industry are as follows:
•

National Mineral Development Corporation (NMDC) invested Rs 40,000 crore to attain
mining capacity of 75 million tonnes per annum (MTPA) by FY2018-19 and 100 MTPA by
FY2021-22.

•

Posco Korea, a multinational Korean steel company, has signed an agreement with Shree
Uttam Steel and Power to set up a steel plant in Maharashtra.

•

Arcelor-Mittal, made a joint venture with Steel Authority of India Ltd (SAIL) for setting up
an automotive steel manufacturing facility in India.

•

NMDC made an investment of Rs 18,000 crore for setting up a greenfield 3-million tonne
per annum steel mill in Karnataka jointly with the state government.
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•

JSW Steel planned to make its Karnataka steel plant, largest in India with the capacity of
20 MT by 2022.

Government Initiatives
Indian government is aiming to increase steel production to 300 MT by 2025 in the country.
The Ministry of Steel has announced to invest in expansion of steel plants of SAIL and Rashtriya
Ispat Nigam Limited (RINL) in various states to enhance the crude steel production capacity.
The Minister of Steel & Mines has restated assurance of Central Government to support the steel
industry for reaching production target of 300 MTPA in 2025.
The Minister of Steel & Mines, Mr Narendra Singh Tomar, has reiterated commitment of Central
Government to support the steel industry to reach a production target of 300 Million Tonne Per
Annum (MTPA) in 2025.
The Ministry of Steel is facilitating setting up of an industry driven Steel Research and Technology
Mission of India (SRTMI) in association with the public and private sector steel companies to
spearhead research and development activities in the iron and steel industry at an initial corpus of
Rs 200 crore (US$ 31.67 million).
Some of the other recent government initiatives in this sector are as follows:
•

Government has planned Special Purpose Vehicles (SPVs) with four iron ore rich states i.e.,
Karnataka, Jharkhand, Orissa, and Chhattisgarh to set up plants having capacity between
3 to 6 MTPA.

•

SAIL plans to invest US$ 23.8 billion for increasing its production to 50 MTPA by 2025. SAIL
is currently expanding its capacity from 13 MTPA to 23 MTPA, at an investment of US$ 9.6
billion.

•

To increase domestic value addition and improve iron ore availability for domestic steel
industry, duty on export of iron ore has been increased to 30 per cent.
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1.1.4 Employment opportunities in Iron & Steel industry
The total employment in the steel industry is more than 2 million which includes both direct and
indirect employment. Steel companies have contributed to the overall development of economically
backward regions like civic, medical, educational and other facilities because most of the Steel
plants are established in these areas of the country. Labor requirements at non-executive level
are very high, so large number of weaker section of the society get the advantage of employment.
Over the past few years, large number of auxiliary industries has also established in the surrounding
area of steel plants. This industrialization of backward areas has created more employment
opportunities for local unemployed persons.
For past few years, the growth steel industry in India is tremendous and steady, which is supported
by many Indian Government initiatives. This momentum of growth in steel industry is definitely a
boost for the future growth of Indian steel industry.

Notes
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Unit 1.2: Understanding various types of Iron & Steel Industry

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Understand about Iron & Steel industry structure
2. Know about Iron & Steel plants in India

1.2.1 Industry structure
The Iron and Steel Industry in India is separated into two divisions:
•

Integrated producers, and

•

Secondary producers

The major producers like Tata Iron and Steel Company Limited (TISCO), Steel Authority of India
Limited (SAIL) and Rashtriya Ispat Nigam Limited (RINL) who generate steel by converting iron ore
are the Integrated producers.
Ispat Industries, Lloyds steel and Essar Steel, produce steel by melting scrap iron are secondary
producers. These are mainly small steel plants and produce steel in electric furnaces, using scrap
and sponge iron. They produce both mild steel and alloy steel of given specifications.

1.2.2 Major Iron and Steel Plants of India
List of Major Iron and Steel producing companies in India
1. Tata Steel (ranked 11th in the world in terms of production of steel)
2. Steel Authority of India (SAIL) – ranked 29th in the world.
3. JSW Steel Limited – ranked 31 in the world.
4. Essar Steel
5. Jindal Steel and Power
6. Mahindra Ugine Steel
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Some of the major Iron and Steel Plants of India are as follows:
1. Tata Iron and Steel Company (TISCO):
TISCO is the oldest iron and steel plant of
India. It is a private sector enterprise. It was
established in 1907 by Jamshedji Tata at Sakchi
in Singhbhum district of Jharkhand. It started
producing pig iron in 1911 and steel in 1912.
The plant initially had capacity of producing 1.21
million tonnes of pig iron and 1.1 million tonnes
of steel per annum. This capacity has been

Fig 1.2.1 TISCO Plant

enhanced to 3.9 million tonnes of pig iron, 2 million tonnes of ingot steel and 3 million tonnes of
saleable steel.
2. Indian Iron and Steel Company (IISCO)
Three plants at Kulti, Hirapur and Burnpur in
West Bengal were set up in 1864, 1908 and 1937
respectively. These plants have been merged
together and are known as Indian Iron and
Steel Company (IISCO). IISCO has annual capacity
of producing 10 lakh tonnes of steel. Currently it
produces over 4 lakh tonnes of pig iron, more than Fig 1.2.2 IISCO Plant
3.5 lakh tonnes of crude steel and around 3.8 lakh
tonnes of saleable steel.
3. The Visweswaraya Iron and Steel Ltd:
It was established as Mysore Iron and Steel
Company (MISCO) in 1923 by the erstwhile
state of Mysore. It is located at Bhadravati
on the banks of river Bhadravati in Shimoga
district of Karnataka. This plant was brought
under state control in 1962 and was renamed as
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Visveswaraya Iron and Steel Ltd.. This plant has got a capacity of 1.38 lakh tonnes of steel.
4. Bhilai
Bhilai iron and steel centre was set up in Durg district
of Chhattisgarh in 1957. Its initial capacity was 10
lakh tonnes which has been raised to 52 lakh tonnes.
5. Rourkela:
Plant of Hindustan Steel Limited at Rourkela is
situated in the Sundargarh district of Orissa. It was

Fig1.2.4
1.2.4Bhilai
Bhilaiplant
Plant
Fig

set up with the help of the then West German firm,
Krupps and Demang. It became operative in 1959
There are more than 50 iron and steel industries
in India their locations are given below in the table
that follow

Fig 1.2.5 Rourkela Plant

Name

Location

Owner

Tata Iron and Steel Corporation (TISCO)

Jamshedpur, Jharkhand

Tata Steel

Visvesvaraya Iron and Steel Plant

Bhadravati, Karnataka

SAIL

Bhilai Steel Plant

Chhattisgarh

SAIL

Durgapur Steel Plant

Durgapur, West Bengal

SAIL

Bokaro Steel Plant

Jharkhand

SAIL

Chandrapur Ferro Alloy Plant

Chandrapur, Maharashtra

SAIL

IISCO Steel Plant

Asansol, West Bengal

SAIL

Salem Steel Plant

Tamil Nadu

SAIL

Rourkela Steel Plant

Odisha

SAIL

Vijaynagar Steel Plant

Hospet, Bellary, Karnataka

Jindal Steel
and Power
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Name

Location

Owner

Vishakhpatnam Steel Plant

Vishakhapatnam, Andhra

Rashtriya

Pradesh

Ispat Nigam

Mini Steel Plants:
In addition to the integrated steel plants, a large number of decentralized secondary units produce
steel by using steel scrap/sponge iron as raw material and electric arc furnace and induction
furnace for processing. With capacity varying from ten thousand to five lakh tonnes, these are
known as mini steel plants. It is easy to construct such plants and their gestation period is short.

Notes
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Unit 1.3: Creation of products in Iron & Steel Industry

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Learn about steel making process
2. Learn about different processes involved in steel making

1.3.1 Steel making procedure
Steel production involves numerous process steps that can be laid out in various combinations
depending on product mix, available raw materials and energy supply and investment capital. Key
characteristics of the three main processing routes are as following:

Fig 1.3.1 Steel making process

1. In Basic Oxygen Furnace (BOF)-Blast furnace (BF) route: pig iron is produced by using iron
ore (70-100%) and coke in a blast furnace, and then turned into steel in a basic oxygen
furnace. This way is extremely energy intensive, because of addition of coke making and
sintering operations.
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2. Electric Arc Furnace (EAF)-Scrap route: This route is primarily based on iron scrap as the
input and has lower energy intensity in comparison with the BF-BOF route because of the
exclusion of coke making and iron making processes;
3. Direct Reduced Iron (DRI)-EAF route: This route is based on iron ore and iron scraps for the
input.

1.3.2 Processes involve in steel making
1. Coke Making
Coke is a material with high carbon content and porosity. It has high resistance to breakage and low
reactivity with gases, particularly CO2. Coke production is an important part of the integrated iron
and steel plants using BF-BOF route, acting as a reducing agent, as a source of thermal energy, and
providing physical support for the burden in blast furnace. Coke is produced by heating coking coals
up to 1000 to 1200 °C for several hours in coke ovens to drive off volatile compounds and moisture.
2. Basic Oxygen Furnace
Hot metal or liquid iron contains about 4 % carbon and other impurities. In the next stage of steel
making iron is converted into steel by reducing its carbon content and other impurities in basic

Fig 1.3.2 Oxygen furnace
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oxygen furnace (BOF)
3. Electric Arc Furnace
Electric Arc Furnaces (EAFs) are a central part of the production route. They are used to produce
carbon steels and alloy steels by recycling of ferrous scrap. In an EAF, scrap is melted and converted
into high quality steel by using high-power electric arcs.
The main job of modern EAFs is to convert solid raw materials to liquid crude steel.

Fig 1.3.3 Electric arc furnace

4. Smelting Reduction
Smelting

reduction

unit

combine

processes for the gasification of coal
with the melted iron ore. Smelting
reduction

unit

has

lower

energy

intensity than blast furnace.

Fig 1.3.4 Smelting reduction plant layout

5. Sinter Plant
Fine particles of iron ore are pre treated before treating them in the blast furnace. This is done in
the sinter plant where these are mixed with flux (limestone and dolomite) and heated to form solid
pieces called sinter
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Fig 1.3.5 Sinter making process

6. Casting
A large range of processes required for finishing process are grouped under casting process. During
casting, hot metal is turned into intermediary, saleable products. In most mills, casting is performed
by casting machines.

Fig 1.3.6 Steel Casting process
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7. Direct Reduced Iron
In DRI, iron ore is reduced in its solid state. It is different than BF process where a liquid metal is
formed during reduction. DRI then transformed steel in electric arc furnaces.

Fig 1.3.7 Iron reducing process

8. Blast furnace system
Iron ores, lumps, sinter, pellet and coke are fed in the blast furnace from top, whereas heated and
pressurized air is blown from below, to trigger a series of chemical reaction through which iron is
extracted from the iron ore in a hot molten state called hot metal.

Fig 1.3.8 Blast furnace
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9. Rolling Mills
In rolling mills, steel products are given to final dimension and shape by shaping and finishing
processes. Iron slabs are heated in furnaces and rolled into final shape in hot or cold rolling mills.

Fig 1.3.9 Rolling mills

Exercise
1. Iron and steel industry is an example of which type of industries?
a. Basic industries
b. Consumer industries
c.

Cooperative industries

d. Joint sector industries
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2. Name the marketing body through which all public sectors undertaking marketing their steel
a. HAIL
b. SAIL
c.

TATA Steel

d. MNCC
3. Which is the only private sector iron and steel industrial city in India?
a. Bhilai
b. Durgapur
c. Jamshedpur
d. Salem
4. How tall, approximately, is a blast furnace?
a. 40 m
b. 4 m
c. 4000 m
d. 400 m
5. What are the three raw materials used in making iron?
a. Iron ore, coal and coke
b. Iron ore, coal and slag
c. Coal, coke and limestone
d. Iron ore, coal and limestone
6. What is the name of the process used to make steel from iron?
a. The Basic Carbon process
b. The Basic Oxygen process
c. The Acidic Oxygen process
d. The Casting process
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2. Occupational, Health
and safety (OHAS)
Unit 2.1 - Learn Occupational health & Safety
Unit 2.2 - Hazards
Unit 2.3 - Safe working practices
Unit 2.4 - Working at Heights and confined spaces
Unit 2.5 – Fire prevention
Unit 2.6 - Emergencies, rescue and first aid procedures

ISC/N0008
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Key Learning Outcomes
At the end of this module, you will be able to:
1. Know about safety requirements, procedures, and resources for different areas
2. Know about safe work practices
3. Know about hazards, types of hazards and how to control hazards
4. Know about PPE requirements
5. Know about safe working practices at heights
6. Know about safe working practices at confined spaces
7. Know about protection from fire hazards
8. Know about fire extinguisher and how to use it.
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Unit 2.1: Learn occupational health and safety

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Know about health and safety requirements in industry
2. Know about essential elements for safety
3. Know about good safety work practices

2.1.1 Safety in Steel plant
Steel plants are an industry of hazardous nature, so the health and safety of workers, equipment
and environment are of severe worry in
a steel plant. The health and safety of
workers is a very important factor in this
industry because it affects both social
and economic factors of an organization.
It is essential for management to
understand the advantages of safe
working practices and apply those Fig. 2.1.1 The iceberg of accidents
practices at workplace to avoid hazards, production and manpower losses connected with the
accidents.
Below shown an iceberg of incidents is showing the nature of various types of accidents. They are
unsafe actions, lost time injuries, minor injuries, incidents, serious accidents and fatalities.
Every organization aim for zero accidents at workplace. This is every one’s responsibility to make
the working environment accident free. By following safe working practices and giving them
priority, it is possible to reduce the accidents substantially since safe way of working also provides
quality and proficient ways of working. The pyramid of overall goal of zero accidents is shown.
The following three features are vital for advancement of safety in a workshop:
•

Situation of environment of work place in terms of plant access, housekeeping, safety and
safe place of work etc.
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Fig. 2.1.2 Pyramid of overall goal of zero ofaccidents

•

Workers training and ability which assists them to recognize and apply safe systems of
work.

•

The development of motivational and behavioral influences of employees. This includes
identifying unsafe behavior and attitudes by using more direct strategies and to motivate
employees.

2.1.2 Essential elements necessary for safety
Essential elements required for execution of safety culture in a steel plant are:
•

Safety awareness has to be deep-rooted in the workforce as well as in the top management
of the plant also.

•

A communication plan, participation and commitment from maximum number of workers
show the reality of implementation of safety activities.

•

Recognize best safety practices and pass the ideas to fellow workers and senior management.

•

Every organization has a suitable and well defined safety structure, which is easy to
understand for everyone on the organization.

•

There should be some mechanisms in an organization which influence the workers towards
their health and safety.

•

Management has to conduct training programs for demonstrating how an employee
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attitude and behavior towards health and safety is an essential part for the growth of
career.

2.1.3 Good safety practices
Good safety practices in an organization are:
•

Assigning duties to the employees associated with the health and safety department in the
steel plant.

•

Investigation and reporting of all accidents whether they are small or big.

•

Learning about safe working ways by studying the unsafe incidents happened in other steel
plants.

•

Maintain proper documentation of accidents and incidents occur.

•

Conveying of safety investigation results and attained experiences to all employees.

•

Conducting safety drills and trainings for the workers.

•

Conducting regular safety audits to identify unsafe practices and areas and how to take
corrective actions to overcome the issues. Safety audits can help in timely recognition of
hazards and risks.

Notes
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Unit 2.2: Hazards

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Discuss about hazards and different types of hazards
2. Know about, how to identify and control hazards

2.2.1 Hazard
A hazard is something that has the potential to cause injury, disease or death in a workplace. A
slippery floor could result in someone falling and breaking an ankle.
There are a number of aspects to the development of a safe workplace
environment:
•

the development of policies

•

the development of consultative processes

•

Hazard identification, assessment and control.

Implications from hazards/risks can be accessed through:
•

accident/injury reports

•

information on risk from chemicals from data sheets

•

review of accident/injury statistics

•

information from government health and safety agencies

•

specific monitoring

•

Who is exposed, how much, how might they be affected.

Fig 2.2.1 Hazard sign

2.2.2 Types of Hazard
Chemical hazards
Mineral oil is typically used for operation purposes for bulk density control and dust suppression.
•

When lids and doors are removed during mixing, materials used for sealing leaks in doors
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and lids can be a worry.
•

Refracting ceramic filters and asbestos can be there in the form of insulating materials and
gaskets, even though appropriate replacements have been used.

Fig 2.2.2 Chemical hazard warning signs

Mechanical hazards
The common mechanical hazards occur when workers are caught between, struck by, fall from
height or fail to lockout equipments.
•

Rotating parts of machine can catch
loose clothing, hands, or hair and cause
serious injuries. Uncovered parts of
machine fly off, and create risk of eye
injuries.

•

Skin burns from hot materials and
surfaces. Irritation in eyes from dust
particles is responsible for less severe
injuries.

•

Careless use of tools can cause injuries
to the eyes, hands, head and limbs.
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Electrical hazards
The main hazards of working with electricity are:
•

Skin burns and electric shock due to any
body contact with live electrical wires

•

Fire

hazard

from

faulty

electrical

equipment and injury from arcing
•

explosion due to inappropriate electrical
equipment

Fig 2.2.4 Electrical hazard

Working on or near electrical machines is hazardous and can be deadly. Any work near electrical
apparatus can be done only when proper safety measures are there to guard you from electric
shock and burn.

2.2.3 Effects of hazards in welding shop
A welding shop is full of hazards at every step of its operation. These hazards are to
be tackled for the sake of safety in the workshop. Major amongst these hazards are
enumerated below.
The most common hazards, injuries and illness that welding and cutting personnel are
exposed to more frequently than other workers include:
•

electric shock – contact with electrically live parts

•

radiation burn – Body or eye burn due to the welding arc

•

Thermal burns – burns due to burning or melt material or weld spatter; or due to burning
of garments in oxygen enrich environment.

•

Fire and blast – might be because of bend, fire, starts or splash or electrical blames in blend
with flammable materials, gases or fluids.

•

Eye damage – radiation and unfamiliar material can cause the injury.

•

Manual handling – use recognised methods for lifting and transporting articles.
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•

Illness – illness may come about because of inward breath of smoke from welding, brazing,
metalizing or cutting, from surface covering on the material being managed, from
breakdown of contaminants, for example, lingering chemicals in drums, paint or plastic
attached to metals.

Fig 2.2.5 Workshop hazardous environment

•

Asphyxiation (smoke/gas) – dislocation of oxygen by non-poisonous gasses can be
hazardous.

•

Hearing impairment – excessive noise should be avoided.

•

Falls – working at heights or above openings increases risk.

•

Other hazards – those typically found in general engineering or in special areas.

Fumes
Fumes are fine, hard particles, created by the subsequent universal procedure:
•

Metal and flux experience fast softening joined by restricted vaporization.

•

vapours are oxidized

•

reaction happens between flux and other materials

•

Consolidation of vapours for producing smoke.
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Gases
This can created in many welding forms by different ways:
•

deposition of flux on paints and solvents

•

results of reaction between protecting gasses

•

combustion of element in arc

•

Photochemical response of climatic gasses because of bright (UV) radiation from the
circular segment or fire.

The electrode covering is a perplexing blend of different parts, for example:
•

moulding specialists (like magnesium silicate)

•

binders (like potassium silicates)

•

intensification specialists (like mica)

•

slag generators (like carbonates and fluorides)

•

metal powders to raise deposition speed

•

Flux experts (like fluorspar and sodium silicate).

Ways for enter into body
There are many ways gases and fumes can enter the body, including:
•

inhalation

•

ingestion

•

skin.
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2.2.4 Common hazard signs

Fig 2.2.6 Hazard signs

2.2.5 Control measures
To ensure the health and safety, you have to adopt following methods:
•

According to instructions, safely carry out assigned tasks and duties and to follow with
safety rules and codes of practice.

•

If there is any doubt about safety precaution or unsafe practice, consult with the supervisor.

•

Wear PPE all the time at workplace.

•

Never use unsafe or damaged tool/equipment for work. All equipment and PPE must be
placed at correct place after using them.

•

Make sure that all safety practices such as protective clothing provided are used and all
guards are securely fixed.

•

Don’t operate any equipment if you are not authorized.

•

Report any near-miss, accident or dangerous condition to supervisor.

•

Always switch off unattended equipment.
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•

Follow safety arrangements and safe ways of eliminating hazards.

•

Don’t do such actions, so that your fellow employees will be in danger.

•

Always attend the health and safety training sessions organized by organization.

Notes
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Exercise
1. The establishment of a safe workplace is:
a. Ethically and socially responsible

b. Not cost effective

c. A priority in all organizations.

d. Ethically and socially irresponsible.

2. In a health and safety context, a hazard is:
a. Anything with the potential to result in an injury or illness.
b. The likelihood of someone being injured in the workplace.
c. Anything that could result in a physical injury.
d. Anything that could result in a psychological injury.
3. Once you have spotted a hazard you must:
a. Report it to your boss
b. Leave it as someone else will fix it eventually
c. Bring your own toolbox to work and fix it yourself
d. None of the above
4. From the following options, what is the best way to control hazards in the workplace?
a. Replace the hazard for a less risky option
b. Eliminate the hazard completely from the workplace
c. Use personal protective equipment (PPE)
d. Have rules to help people avoid hurting themselves
5. Identify the Sign
a. No Entry

b. No walking in the workplace

c. No posing allowed

d. No strolling at this workplace

6. The most common mechanical equipment injuries are to the:
a. body and arms
b. hands and fingers
c. legs and feet
d. ears and eyes
7. Ear plugs are required to protect………………………………………………………………………
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Unit 2.3: Safe working practices

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Know about safe working practices
2. Know about material safe handling
3. Know about personal protective equipments

2.3.1 Safe working practices
Safe practices for avoiding general shop hazards
•

Don’t use pressurized air for removing chips and burrs from the machine.

•

Always clear stock and tools from the floor and clean spilled oils from the floor.

•

Know how to use fire extinguisher during fire.

•

Keep machines switched off during maintenance and adjustments.

Safe practices for avoiding machine hazards
•

Before using the machine, assume why you are using this machine

•

Remember the following safety checklist before using a machine:
1) Understanding about the operation of machine.
2) Potential hazards occurred while using machine.
3) All protection safeguards are available.
4) My actions are secure or not.
5) I am doing something which probably I have not to do.
6) All adjustments are properly done or not.
7) Workpieces are stored securely or not.
8) Do I have appropriate protection apparatus?
9) Know about how to switch off the machine.
10) Do not use mobile phones in the workshop.
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2.3.2 Personal protective equipment (PPE)
Personal protective equipment provides us the last level for controlling hazards. Before using of
personal protective equipment, the working requirements of the equipment should be checked to
make sure it fulfills the same, verify the required standards, make sure it fits the body shape of the
user, be user-friendly and is under regular maintenance and can be switched if required.
Personal Protective Equipment
•

Safety helmet: Safety helmets guard the head from injuries caused by falling objects.

•

Earmuffs, earplugs: Earmuffs and earplugs protect the ears from injuries by loud noises.

•

Safety belt: Safety harnesses guard from falling from heights.

•

Goggles: Goggles protect the eyes from injuries caused by strong light or flying objects.

•

Safety boots: Safety boots guard the feet from puncture wounds, injuries and slipping.

•

Respirator: Respirators guard the respiratory system from the attack of poisonous gases,
mist, fumes and dust.

Fig 2.3.1 Personal protective equipment
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2.3.3 Safe material handling
Every worker has to lift and move heavy weight during the job whenever required. He may be
required to move the job manually or by using forklift for lifting and moving. Extreme care should
be taken while lifting or moving the job so that no damage occurs to the job or plant and also to
prevent accidents at work place.
•

Lifting and moving the job manually

•

Lifting or moving the job using fork lift

•

Assist in lifting of heavy job

•

Attaching the job to the overhead crane’s sling / hook in a proper and balanced manner.

Points to be taken care of while lifting / moving material
•

Lift the materials in correct posture.

•

Do not try to lift too heavy materials alone.

•

Ensure the grip is right so that the job doesn’t slip from hand and fall

•

Put down the job at the destined place properly.

•

Do not throw the job on ground.

•

Avoid double handling.

•

Take rest breaks during heavy or repetitive work

Fig 2.3.2 Body bending movement during manual handling

Material handling equipments Eliminate the need to lift or lower manually by using handling
equipments that can assist you. Few types of equipment are:
•

Trucks
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•

Forklifts

•

Dollies

•

Carts

•

Wheelbarrows

•

Hoists

Make pushing and pulling of loads easier by
using the following:
•

carts, hand trucks and dollies and

•

handles on loads and mechanical Fig 2.3.3 Material handling equipments
aids,

Wrong handling can cause:
•

Strain & sprains

•

Neck and back injuries

•

Slips falls and crush accidents

•

Hernia

•

Cuts and bruises

•

Occupational overuse syndrome (OOS), also
Fig 2.3.4 Fork Lift

known as repetitive strain injury.

2.3.3 Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS)
A MSDS gives thorough data on a perilous substance. It gives a bigger number of points of interest
than a name. MSDS are accommodated for your employer by the producers and providers of
unsafe substances.
In the event that you require more data on what you are utilizing, ask your manager or safety and
health representative for a MSDS.
It is critical that perilous substances in working environments are utilized by the manufacturers or
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supplier’s written directions (the MSDS) and concurred safe work strategies. .

Remember:
•

Follow Safe Work Methodology

•

Always effectively wear the suitable ppe given by your employer

•

Do not eat, drink or smoke while working with An unsafe substance

•

Do not keep nourishment or drink close to the substance

•

Wash your hands and face and other uncovered regions with cleanser and water before
heading off to the toilet or eating and drinking

•

Read The MSDS.
Fumes

Substance

How formed

Some potential health consequences

Cadmium

Welding or cutting of metal layered with
cadmium

Severe annoyance of the respiratory passages, deferred pulmonary oedema; lung
and kidney damage

Chromium

utilization of chrome-plated, or stainless
steels or of solid -facing and chrome alloy
electrodes

Various type of chromium have been
observed to be carcinogenic; other types
are biologically static

Cobalt

Welding or cutting of certain alloys

Succinctness of breath

Fluorides

Certain fluxes contain fluoride and would
be able to ascend to dust, smoke and
vapour

Fluoride fumes may cause irritation of
eyes, throat, respiratory tract and skin;
long-term exposure can lead to bone
hardening

Iron

Welding or cutting of ferrous materials

Siderosis (temporary)

Lead

Welding or cutting of metal covered with
lead or toxic paints

Central nervous system & gastro-intestinal

Manganese

Utilization of manganese-containing electrode centres, coatings or wire; welding of
manganese steel

Metal seethe fever, nervous system

Molybdenum

Welding or cutting of molybdenum-containing alloys

Bronchial disturbance, liver and kidney
changes

Nickel

Welding and cutting of nickel-plated and
stainless steels

Irritation of respiratory tract; possibly
cancer-causing

Silica(and silicates)

Certain fluxes or dirt contamination could
cause silica fume emissions

Silica fume from welding operations is
amorphous and not regarded as harmful

Vanadium

Utilization of certain filler wires and exceptional alloy steels

Eye and respiratory tract irritation; chemical pneumonia

Zinc

Welding or cutting of galvanised steel

Metal fume fever (transient)

Other metals

Welding may create fumes of different
metals, for example, aluminium, copper,
magnesium, tin, titanium and tungsten

No known genuine wellbeing issue are
known to be expected due to presentation to these exhaust

Table 2.3.1 Fumes MSDS
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Gases
Substance

How formed

Some potential health consequences

Oxides of nitrogen

Produced by the straight combination of
oxygen and nitrogen in the air neighboring the arc or flame

Not an issue in open-air or open shop
welding; in cramped spaces can rise up to
level that can lead to respiratory irritation
or delayed pulmonary oedema

Ozone

Shaped by certain welding operations,
especially when high amperages are
included, by the activity of ultraviolet radiation on oxygen noticeable all around

Very aggravation to the upper respiratory
tract and lungs (impact might be postponed)

Carbon Monoxide

Lessening of carbon dioxide protecting
gas and to some degree in all welding
operations because of diminishment of
consumables or incomplete combustion
of acetylene

Can cause sleepiness, cerebral pains and
queasiness; unconsciousness and demise
as a result of extraordinary cases

Carbon dioxide

Protecting gas or ignition item

Can be an asphyxiate (excludes oxygen)

Phosgene

Framed by the oxidation of chlorinated
hydrocarbons (trichloroethylene, and so
on.) in the air or on the weldments

Irritation to the respiratory tract (and lung
harm) after an idle time of a few hours

Phosphine

Framed when welding steel covered with
rust proofing compound

Irritating to the eyes, nose and skin; may
also cause serious effects on lungs and
other organs

Lack of oxygen

Inactive gasses (argon, helium, and so on.)
excludes oxygen from bound spaces (as
would carbon dioxide)

Can cause suffocation

Pyrolysis products

Formed by the thermal decomposition of
the resins in primers and paints - could
include phenol, formaldehyde, acrolein,
isocyanates and hydrogen cyanide

Can cause a wide variety of health effects

Silica(and silicates)

Certain fluxes or dirt contamination could
cause silica fume emissions

Silica fume from welding operations is
amorphous and not regarded as harmful

Vanadium

Use of certain filler wires and special alloy
steels

Eye and respiratory tract irritation; chemical pneumonia

Zinc

Welding or cutting of galvanised steel

Metal fume fever (transient)

Other metals

Welding may create fumes of different
metals, for example, aluminium, copper,
magnesium, tin, titanium and tungsten

No known genuine wellbeing issue are
known to be expected due to presentation to these exhaust

Table 2.3.2 Gases MSDS
Sample Exposure Standards
Compound

TWA (8 hour average)

Short term exposure limit (15 min)

Carbon dioxide (CO2)

5,000 ppm

30,000 ppm

Carbon monoxide (CO)

30 ppm

-

Chromium (Cr)

0.5 mg/m³

none specified

Copper (Cu)

0.2 mg/m³

none specified

Fluorides

2.5 ppm

none specified
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Sample Exposure Standards
Compound

TWA (8 hour average)

Short term exposure limit (15 min)

Nickel (Ni)

1.0 mg/m³

none specified

Nitrogen dioxide

3 ppm

5 ppm

Ozone

0.1 ppm

peak limitation

Total welding fume

5 mg/m³

none specified

Table 2.3.3 Sample standards

NOTE: Short Term Exposure Limit (STEL) alludes to a 15 minute time-weighted introduction which
ought not to be surpassed whenever amid a working day, regardless of the possibility that the
eight hour normal is inside the exposure standard. Exposures at the STEL ought not to be longer
than 15 minutes and ought not to be rehashed more than four times each day. There ought to
be no less than an hour between progressive exposures at the STEL. A peak limit ought not to be
surpassed at any time. If required the STEL for carbon monoxide might be gotten from the National
Commission Documentation

Notes
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Exercise
1. The safe way of working is
(a)

an effective and right way of working

(b) an ancient way of working

(c)

a way of handling the work in a hurry

(d) a way of normal working

2. The best way of avoiding accident is by
(a)

doing work in ancient way

(b)

doing work in one’s own way

(c)

observing safety rules related to job, machine and workplace

(d)

using safety equipment

3. Employers have to provide a safe and healthy place for:
(a)

Employees only.

(b) Workers only.

(c)

Employees and Workers only.

(d) Employees & Workers

4. You have been given a dust mask to protect against hazardous fumes. What should you do?
(a)

Do the job but work quickly

(b)

Do not start work until you have the correct Respiratory Protective Equipment

(c)

Start work but take a break now and again

(d)

Wear a second dust mask on top of the first one

5. If you drop your safety helmet from height on to a hard surface, you should:
(a)

Repair any cracks then carry on wearing it

(b)

Make sure there are no cracks then carry on wearing it

(c)

Work without a safety helmet until you can get a new one

(d)

Stop work and get a new safety helmet
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Unit 2.4: Working at heights and confined spaces

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Know about risks of working at heights
2. Know about safety precautions while working at heights
3. Know about risks of working at confined spaces
4. Know about safety precautions while working at confined spaces

2.4.1 Safe working at heights
You have to done many activities at height. Ladders, scaffolds and platforms are examples of
equipments used while working at height, but many more activities are there where you have to
work at height with limited protection.
These activities may lead to people and objects falling. The reason for this may be an insufficient
protection while working.

2.4.1.1 Safe working practices at height
Safe working procedures or ways while working at heights:
Mobile elevated platforms
•

Set the platform on plane and solid ground

•

Use equipment with stabilizers

•

Trained operator should be at ground level.

•

While working on platform, don’t forget to
wear safety harnesses.

•

Fix the platform under safe working limits and
keep an eye on speed of wind.
Fig 2.4.1 Elevated platforms
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Scaffold towers: Scaffold towers should:
•

Towers should be put up by trained
people.

•

It have a height to base dimension ratio
which is not more than that 3 to 1 for
indoors and 2.5 to 1for outdoors

•

For right height to base ratio placed
stabilizers if necessary.

•

For 2.5 m high or above deployed
outriggers or stabilizers

•

Firmly locked all the casters before use

•

Working platform should be provided
ladder access.

•

Don’t

move when the tower is

engaged
•

Regularly inspect and maintain the

Fig 2.4.2 Scaffold tower

tower
Safety lines, harnesses and nets
When no other equipment are reasonably practicable, use safety lines,
harnesses and nets such as nets and airbags.
Ladders
Ladders are recommended only when work is of short duration.
They should be:
•

assembled at right angle

•

fixed and footed

•

place the ladder ear the work

•

Adequately support the ladder at the base to avoid hitting on Fig 2.4.3 Ladder
vehicles or pedestrians.
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Stepladders: Following precautions should be taken when using stepladders:
•

Spread them to full extent and then locked it

•

Avoid working on top of the stepladder

•

Never use the top tread or rear part of the steps for supporting foot

•

Only one person has to work on ladder at a time.

•

Appropriate and correct grade ladder should be used.

Access equipment
•

The risks involved in using access equipment must be provided by hire contractors.

•

Regularly inspect and properly maintain all access equipment.

•

Person using access equipment must be well trained.

•

Take necessary precautions to avoid fall of objects or persons

•

Don’t try to increase reach by putting ladders on access equipment.

2.4.1.2 Dos and don’ts of working at height
Do….
•

Work on ground level, as much as possible.

•

Make sure equipment is sufficiently stable, appropriate and strong for the job.

•

When working on or near delicate areas, take safeguards

•

Always be prepared for protection from falling objects

•

make strategy for evacuation in case of emergency and rescue procedures

Don’t…
•

Overload ladders

•

Overreach on ladders or stepladders

•

Fix the ladder on weak and uneven surfaces

•

Use stepladders or ladders for tough or heavy tasks.
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2.4.1.3 Way of using ladder safely

Fig 2.4.4 Steps for using ladder safely

2.4.2 Safe working at Confined spaces
Spaces which are enclosed from all around and risk of death or serious injury from dangerous
conditions and hazardous substances is very high, are known as confined spaces. Confined spaces
have limited openings, for example:
•

storage tanks

•

reaction vessels

•

sewers
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•

silos

•

enclosed drains

•

combustion
chambers in furnaces

•

vats

•

open-topped chambers

•

ductwork

•

poorly ventilated rooms

Fig 2.4.5 Confined spaces

2.4.2.1 Dangers at Confined spaces
Dangers can arise in confined spaces because of the following issues.
•

Lack of oxygen
¶¶ Spaces where reaction between some soils type and oxygen happens in the
atmosphere;
¶¶ Reaction of groundwater with limestone produces carbon dioxide;
¶¶ Rust formation inside the vessels and steel tanks.

•

Poisonous gases and fumes
o Formation of poisonous gases in sewers and manholes;

•

o

Leakage of gases and fumes into trenches and pits in a poisonous area.

o

enter tanks or vessels from connecting pipes;

Fire and explosions due to excess oxygen and flammable vapours.
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•

Filling of liquids and solids inside the space, when disturbed.

•

Hot temperature conditions leading to increase in body temperature dangerously.

•

Residues of fumes and vapour left in tanks, vessels etc.

•

High concentrations of dust e.g. in flour silos.

Some of the above mentioned situations may already available in the confined space; but some
may arise during the work. The other dangers arise during the work being carried out are:
•

Special take care of machinery may require like precautions from electric shock and
provision of dust removal for a portable grinder;

•

Formation of fumes, gases or vapours during welding;

•

Restricted entrance of the space; like in a manhole, rescue during an emergency is not easy.

Fig 2.4.6 Dangers in confined spaces
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2.4.2.2 Safe systems of work at Confined spaces
If you have to work in a confined space, carry safety systems and equipments for working inside
the space. The following checklist is important while working in a confined space.
•

Isolation: Isolate the electrical and mechanical system of equipments need to be operating
in space. In any cases, ensure that isolation done is effective.

•

Cleaning: Make sure that there is no formation of fumes from residues during the work.

•

Size of entrance: Entrance size is big enough to permit workers to enter in the space with
all the necessary equipment required, and provide ready exit during an emergency.

•

Provision of ventilation: Ensure that there is proper mechanical ventilation for an adequate
supply of fresh air in the confined space. It is very important where portable gas cylinders
and diesel fuelled equipment are used.

Fig 2.4.7 Dangers in confined spaces

•

Provision of special tools and lighting: Use non-sparking tools and protected lighting
systems to avoid flammable and explosive atmospheres. In confined space like inside
metal tanks, appropriate precautions are required for safety from electric shock.
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•

Provision of breathing apparatus: Availability of breathing apparatus, if the air inside the
space is not adequate and suitable for breathing because of poisonous fumes, gases or
vapours in the space and lack of oxygen.

•

Preparation of emergency arrangements: Proper emergency arrangements which cover
the necessary equipments and practice drills.

•

Provision of rescue harnesses: Availability of safety harnesses at the point outside the
confined space.

•

Emergency procedures: When situations are not favorable, there can be chance of serious
and immediate danger. Effective arrangements like alarm systems and rescue operations
during an emergency are essential.

Notes

.
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Unit 2.5: Fire Protection

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Know about fire hazards and how to control
2. Know about fire extinguishers

2.5.1 Use of appropriate fire extinguishers
Anyone who’s worked behind the scenes of a catering
business or inside of a professional kitchen knows that
when the mealtime crowd rushes in, the hectic pace in
the kitchen also speeds up. Mix this with sharp utensils,
stove fire, oil, lots of cooks and other high quality
kitchen machinery and equipment; you’ve just made the
perfect recipe for disaster. That is, only if you and your

Fig 2.5.1 Fire safety

staff aren’t well prepared and trained on how to always be two steps ahead.
In case of fire accident, you need to use the fire extinguisher available at the workplace.
A fire extinguisher is a fire protection device used to extinguish or control small fires during fire
emergency situations. Nobody uses an out-of-control fire intentionally. To stop the out of control
fire expertise of a fire department required.
•

Dry chemical: These types of fire extinguisher are in powder form. They stops and halts the
production of fire supporting by “free-radicals”, accordingly extinguish the fire.

•

Foams:This type is applied over aspirated or non-aspirated fuels. It forms a seal or foamy
blanket over the fuel and stops oxygen to reach near the fuel. Unlike powder type, foam
type fire extinguisher is used to extinguish fires without flashback.

•

Water: It cools burning material by absorbing heat through the use of air pressurized
water. It is successful to extinguish class A fires. Unlike dry chemicals and foams based fire
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extinguisher it is harmless, inexpensive and easy to clean.
•

Clean agents and carbon dioxide: These types of extinguisher displace oxygen, control
chemical chain reaction and remove heat from fire zone. This extinguisher does not leave
any remains after release which is ideal for electronics items and sensitive documents.

Extinguisher
Color

Type

Type of Fire
Solids (Wood, Flammable Flammable Flammable Cooking
Paper, Cloth)
Liquids
Gasses
Equipment Oil & Fats

Water

Yes

No

No

No

No

Foam

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Dry
Powder

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Carbon
Dioxide
(Co2)

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Table 2.5.2 Types of fire extinguisher

2.5.2 Steps for using a fire extinguisher
Step 1: Pull the pin from the top of the extinguisher for releasing locking mechanism which
discharges the extinguisher.
Step 2: Aim the extinguisher towards the base of the fire
not the flame.
Step 3: Squeeze the lever slowly. Deliver the extinguishing
agent in the extinguisher. When the lever
of extinguisher is released, the discharge of
extinguishing agent stops.
Fig 2.5.3 Using fire extinguisher
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Step 4: Sweep from side to side. Move the fire extinguisher to and fro by sweeping motion until
the fire is under control. Operate the extinguisher from a safe distance. Move towards
the fire when it starts to reduce.

2.5.3 Fire Drills
Conducting a Fire Drill Includes Exercising the Fire Plan:
a) Isolation of fire
•

Close doors

•

Automatic sprinkler systems

b) Immediate evacuation of area
•

save everyone in danger

Fig 2.5.4 Fire Exit

c) Evacuation of smoke section
•

shift workers through exit doors

•

shift workers to specific areas

d) Prepare building and floors for mass departure
•

collect medical records of all fellow workers

•

Hearing aids, wheel chairs, walkers etc.

e) Extinguishment of fire

2.5.3.1 Fire Drills record
For all required emergency evacuation drills records shall be maintained and shall include the
following information:
1. recognize of the person conducting the drill
2. Drill date and time
3. Notification method used
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4. Staff members on duty and participating
5. Number of occupants evacuated
6. Special conditions simulated
7. Problems faced
8. Weather conditions when evacuating outside
9. Time required to attain complete evacuation

Fire Drill Report
Facility Name: ______________________________________________
Address: ___________________________________________________
Date: _____________Time: _______________ Shift: _______________
24 Hour Clock

Person conducting the drill: ___________________________________
Name & Title

Fire Alarm Activation Method: _________________________________
Drill Location and simulated Conditions: _________________________
__________________________________________________________
Unusual Conditions: _________________________________________
(weather, Remodeling, Temporary exits)

Number of Occupants evacuated: ________ Total Time of Drill: ______
Fire Alarm System reset?:______Sprinkler System restored?” _______
Critique: ___________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
Fire Alarm System tested: _____________Verified by: _______________
Monitoring company received signal at: _________ Verified by: ____________

Fig 2.5.5 Sample Fire Drill Report
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2.5.4 Tips during fire outbreak

!

s no. Instruction
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

On noticing a fire, immediately start shouting “fire” at top of your voice. Do not wait
for the automatic fire alarms to start ringing.
Take a fire extinguisher
Use extinguisher as per fire type :
- Water and co2 fire extinguishers for general fires
- Foam type extinguishers for oil fires
- Co2 fire extinguisher only for electrical fires.
Switch off all main switches during an electrical fire.
Do not try to switch off electrical equipments.
Cut the power from the main source.
do not panic and alert the building fire department
Call the fire brigade immediately.
Ensure that the water sprinklers and other fire-fighting equipment have started
operating.
First priority should be to save people. Help others to safely get out of the floor
Alert the nearest hospital to prepare to treat serious burn injuries.

Table 2.5.6 Tips during fire emergency

Notes
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Unit 2.6: Emergencies, rescue and first aid procedures

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Know about basic first aid techniques during electric shock, burns and choking
2. Know about CPR process
3. Know about bandaging process

2.6.1 Free a person from electrocution
If find someone is suffering from electric shock, approach with extreme caution and following first
aid steps.

Steps
Step 1:

Firstly take the suffered person away from the
electricity source as fast as possible. Turning
off the electric supply of machine is the best
method for doing this..

Step 2:

If this seems impossible, remove the person
from electricity source by using a piece of wood Fig 2.6.1 Saving person from electric shock
or insulating material.

Step 3:

Don’t touch the victim getting the electric shock because you could also get shock too.

Step 4:

After successful executing the victim from the electricity source, call the ambulance, if
victim is unconscious. Give first-aid to victim till the time ambulance is coming.

Step 5:

If victim is conscious and looking well, monitor its condition, as the results of shock must
not be clear immediately.
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2.6.2 First aid victims in case of bleeding,
burns, choking, electric shock, poisoning etc
For treating shock, burns, bleeding and wounds, electric shock, choking, eye injury, heat stroke,
hypothermia, fainting and unconsciousness, use following first-aid techniques:

2.6.2.1 Shock
Cold, weakness, unbalanced breathing, rapid weak pulse, pale or bluish lips and fingernails and
nausea are the symptoms of shock

.

Steps
Step 1:

Don’t give anything for eating and drinking to victim.

Step 2:

Use blankets or clothes to keep the victim warm.

Step 3:

Place the victim’s legs on a pillow.

2.6.2.2 Bleeding and Wounds
Steps
Step 1: Cover the wound by a clean cloth and gloved hand; then apply firm and steady pressure
on wound for 5 mins at least.
Step 2: Lift up the injured leg or arm above the victim’s heart level.
Step 3:

Secure the wound by a bandage when bleeding stops. Ensure that bandage is not fixed
too tightly—it may stops blood circulation.

Step 4:

Check the victim for shock.
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2.6.2.3 Burns
Steps
Chemical or Compressed Gas Burns
Step 1: Use a drench hose and emergency shower for at least 15 mins to rinse away all residues
of chemicals.
Step 2: Cover the burn by a clean and dry cloth or special
dressing for burns.
Step 3: Check the victim for shock.

Heat or Electrical Burns
Step 1: Cool burning of skin by water.
Step 2: Place the burned area under cold running water
if the skin is not broken and gently compress
the wound by hand. Bandage the wound by a

Fig 2.6.2 Saving person from gas burns

dry and clean cloth.
Step 3: If blister appear, don’t try to break it.
Step 4: Do not apply ointments or creams.
Step 5: If skin is cracked, or if injuries are severe:
o

Do not clean the wound or remove embedded clothing.

o

Cover the injury insecurely with a clean, dry cloth.

o

Expect shock and treat accordingly.

2.6.2.4 Choking
The patient is talking and getting sufficient air; don’t restrict it if he/she tries to cough the obstruction
in the throat. If the patient can’t talk or not getting enough air, make call on emergency number.
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Steps
Step 1:

Wrap your arms around the stomach and stand directly behind the victim.

Step 2:

Just above the navel and well below the ribs, make a fist by a hand. Place that fist with
the thumb and forefinger side toward you.

Step 3:

Hold the fist by other hand and pull it rapidly towards you by a slightly upward and
inward thrust. If required, repeat it.

(b)
(a)

(c)

Fig 2.6.3 (a) (b) (c) Saving person from choking

If the patient becomes insentient:
Step 1:

Put down the patient on their back.

Step 2:

If the object that is obstruct the airway is noticeable, reach a finger into the patient’s
mouth and try to bend the obstruction out of the patient’s throat, being careful not to
push the object deeper into the patient airway.

Step 3:

Even if this is not successful, attempt rescue breathing.

Step 4:

A chest compression (CPR) is more helpful if the victim is still not breathing or moving.
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2.6.4 Basic techniques of bandaging
The key points when applying a bandage are:

Steps
Step 1:

Make sure the person is comfortable.

Step 2:

Never lean across their body and ensure
that you are working from the side of
the injury.

Step 3:

First clean the wound and apply the Fig 2.6.4 Bandaging injured person
antibacterial cream over it.

Step 4:

When the bandage is on always remember keep the injured part of the body supported
in the position it will be in.

Step 5:

Always use right size of bandage.

Step 6:

To check the passage easily, don’t cover fingers or toes when bandaging a limb.

Step 7:

Never wrap the bandage tight, and secure the end by folding it over and binding a knot
in the end. Safety pin, adhesive tape, or a bandage clip can be used.

2.6.5 Artificial respiration and the CPR Process
CPR instructions
•

Check the Passage - make sure it is
harmless for you to help.

•

Don’t become another patient.

CPR Steps
Step 1:

Check the Victim - tap and shout to
get response.

Step 2:

Circulation - pump the chest 30
Fig 2.6.5 CPR Process

times.
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Step 3:

At the center of the chest put the heel of one hand and your other hand on top of it. At
a rate of 100 per minute (16 compressions in 10 seconds) press chest down 2 inches.

Step 4:

Tilt head back, lift chin up to open airway - Airway.

Step 5:

Breathing - Tweak nose closed, take a normal breath, cover patient mouth with yours and
blow out your breath until you see the chest rise. One breath per 1 second. Again open
airway again if chest doesn’t rise.

Step 6:

Repeat procedure until help arrives or the victim begins breathing.

2.6.6 Correct method to move injured
people and others during an emergency
There are situations when you need to carry wounded people to medical help or away from further
harm. In these cases, you must consider the number of rescuers you
have, the abilities of these rescuers and the condition of the victim
that must be moved. This article will discuss several ways to carry an
injured person:

Steps
Step 1:

Stand on either side of the conscious victim. Grab the
victim’s wrist with the hand closest to the victim’s feet on
your side.

Step 2:

Fig 2.6.6 Moving injured person

Use your other hand to grasp the clothing on the shoulder nearest to you and pull the
victim’s arms to help them to a sitting position.

Step 3:

Assist the victim to his or her feet and place the arms around your shoulders, if possible.

Step 4:

Place your free hand around the person’s waist and let him or her set the pace on
hobbling out.

Step 5:

Help the victim for moving slowly.
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Exercise
1. What type of breathing protection do you use in a space with little oxygen?
(a)		A disposable mask
(b)		Self-contained breathing apparatus.
(c)		A filter mask with the correct filter cartridge.
(d)		None of these
2. The risk of manual task injuries are increased by:
(a)		The length of time spent handling the load
(b)		Twisting sideways, bending and stretching
(c)		Using trolleys and hoists
(d)		Wearing a back brace
3. What is a frequent cause of stumbling, slipping or tripping?
(a) Failure to wear safety footwear.
(b) The lack of barrier tape along a footpath.
(c) The presence of cables and pipes lying across a footpath.
(d) None of these
4. Which one of these is NOT a symptom of carbon monoxide poisoning?
(a) Increasingly high levels of energy
(b) Nausea
(c) Slight to moderate headaches
(d) Impaired motor skills
5. Why is the use of propane in pits and cellars dangerous?
(a) Propane is heavier than air, as a result of which it collects at the lowest point.
(b) The use of propane is associated with very high temperatures and fire can erupt in pits
and cellars.
(c) The use of propane consumes very high amounts of oxygen.
(d) None of these
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6. What should your first action be when treating an electrical burn?
(a) Ensure that the casualty is still breathing.
(b) Wash the burn with cold water.
(c) Check for danger and ensure that contact with the electrical source is broken.
(d) Check for level of response.
7. What is a faint?
(a) A response to fear.
(b) An unexpected collapse.
(c) A brief loss of consciousness.
(d) A sign of flu.
8. What steps would you take to control bleeding from a nosebleed?
(a) Sit casualty down, lean forward and pinch soft part of nose.
(b) Sit casualty down, lean backward and pinch soft part of nose.
(c) Lie casualty down and pinch soft part of nose.
(d) Lie casualty down and pinch top of nose.
9. What is first aid?
(a) Completing a primary survey
(b) The first help given to the victim of an accident
(c) Assessing a victim’s vital signs
(d) Treating a victim for shock
10. The best treatment for all heart attack victims is immediate CPR.
TRUE

FALSE
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3. 5S & House Keeping
Unit 3.1 – Identification of bottlenecks in functioning of work place
Unit 3.2 - Various methods of housekeeping
Unit 3.3 – Waste management
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Key Learning Outcomes
At the end of this module, you will be able to:
1. Discuss about safety issues at workplace
2. Know about 5S safety management system
3. Know about Housekeeping practices
4. Discuss about benefits of housekeeping
5. Discuss about elements of effective housekeeping
6. Know about waste management practices
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Unit 3.1: Identification of bottlenecks in functioning of workplace

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Know about safety issues in industry
2. Know about different hazards

3.1.1 Safety issues in workplace
Uncovered wires, exhausted workers, poorly kept equipment. Manufacturing facilities are riddled
with risks, both hidden and out in the open. Hazards can result in serious injury or death, if don’t
know where to begin looking.
The biggest safety worries in any manufacturing setting are:
•

Hearing Protection: Hearing can be affect by noise is produce by Industrial machines if you
are uncovered to the noise on a long basis. The Occupational Safety & Health Administration
requires companies to provide hearing guard when noise levels surpass specific levels.
Protection required is depends on the sound level and the duration of the contact.

•

Eye Hazards: 61 percent of eye damages occur in the manufacturing, construction
industries and trade a report by the Vision Council reports. Eyes may be injured by dust,
metal, concrete and other particles throw by machines. Eyes can burn or irritate by chemical
fumes and splashes.

•

Chemical Exposure: Some employees in manufacturing units work with hazardous
chemicals like workers who produce batteries may be exposed to lead in the form of dust
or fumes. This can harm nervous, urinary systems and reproductive with lead exposure
linked to failures, seizures, coma and death.

•

Mechanical Hazards: Some employees in manufacturing units work with hazardous
chemicals like workers who produce batteries may be exposed to lead in the form of dust
or fumes. This can harm nervous, urinary systems and reproductive with lead exposure
linked to failures, seizures, coma and death.
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Fig 3.1.1 Mechanical hazard example

•

Fire Hazards: In manufacturing, heat and flame can produce by the tools and equipment,
which cumulative the risk for fires. Employees should aware of where to find fire
extinguishers and how to rescue the facility immediately in the event of a serious fire.

Fig 3.1.2 Fire hazard example

•

Carbon monoxide poisoning: In manufacturing industries, blast furnaces and converters
generate huge amount of gases. Once dust has been removed, these gases are used
as fuel resources and some are use as raw materials and supplied to chemical plants.
Carbon monoxide poisoning can cause by leakage from the top or inside body of blast
furnaces and from the plant gas pipelines. Especially during repairs such poisoning occurs
during work around blast furnaces.
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•

Dust and fumes: During the manufacturing process, at many
points dust and fumes are generated. Dense fumes released
during the use of oxygen can cause lung diseases. Contact
with silica is also a danger for the workers and cause serious
infections and injuries.

Fig 3.1.3 Dust and fumes example

Notes

.

.
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Unit 3.2: Various methods of housekeeping

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Know about 5S Safety system
2. Know about essential elements Housekeeping
3. Know about good housekeeping practices

3.2.1 5S Safety management system
What is 5S?
5S is a fundamental, systematic, basic, approach for quality, productivity and safety improvement.
5S (Japanese Philosophy) is the name of a workplace organization procedure. 5S is created by a list
of five Japanese words: seiri, seiton, seiso, seiketsu, and shitsuke. 5S system is implemented for
organizing the workplace for increasing effectiveness and efficiency by maintaining the area and
items storing the items used, and sustaining the new practices.

Fig. 3.2.1 Transliteration of 5S list from Japanese to English
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Objectives of 5S:
•

The manufacturing process to be standardize

•

Tools can be search in very less time.

•

By 5S the quality of products and Service is improve

•

Production can be increase by the use of 5S.

•

Focus on safety and health

Necessity of 5S:

Fig. 3.2.2 Necessity of 5S
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Phases of 5S:
Japanese English
term
Term

Seiri

Sort

Meaning in Japanese Context
•

Dispose off unnecessary items or properly remove.

•

Do work simply by removing obstructions.

•

Stop buildup of needless things.

•

Calculate necessary items for costing and other factors.

•

Remove all parts not in use.

•

Separate unwanted items from the workplace.

•

A skilled supervisor is requiring for checking on regular basis.

•

Define a red-tagged area to keep unnecessary items.

•

Waste removal.

•

For items to be easily available arrange them all properly

•

By arranging work station in such a way that all tooling /
equipment is in close proximity that can avoid loss and misuse of
time.

Seiton

Seiso

Set

Shine

•

Make simple to identify and pick up essential things

•

Work on first come and first serve basis method

•

This makes the workflow easy and smooth

•

All work should be complete on regular basis

•

Workplace should be completely clean and clear

•

Stop weakening of machinery and equipment

•

Keep workplace safe

•

Keep work place clean

•

If someone isn’t familiar to the environment must be able to find
problems in 5 seconds within 50 feet.
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Seiketsu

Standardize

•

Regulate the best practices in the work area.

•

Keep high standards at workplace organization at all times.

•

Keep neatness. Keep everything in order and according to its
standard.

•

Everything in its right place.

• Every process has a standard.

Shitsuke

Sustain

•

To maintain in working order

•

Also translates as “do without being told”

•

Regular audits to be perform

•

Discipline and Training

•

Goal oriented process is training. Its resulting feedback is
necessary monthly

Table. 3.2.1 Phases of 5S

Phases of 5S:
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3.2.1.1 Advantages of 5S
•

If equipment and tools are properly placed in organized work areas

•

Items can be visible very easily.

•

It leads to greater workstation efficiency and mass production

•

To greater well-being and amplify motivation workplace should be clean and tidy

•

Time saving

•

Quick recovery

•

Minimization in mistakes & accidents

•

Increases workspace

•

Constant enhancement in work quality

•

Smooth working no obstruction

3.2.1.2 5S Audit
Purposes of conducting regular 5S audits are:
•

Evaluation of 5S standards for industry

•

To fix what is wrong! - note and address non-compliance

•

Give a official chance to suggest improvements

The basic steps of audit are:
•

Plan for the audit. Divide the workplace into several areas for successful audit reviews.

•

Based on the standards set during audit, make a list for every area.

Known problems in each area from the initial 5S audit include:
•

Need of repairing machines

•

Rack of tool

•

Signages on tool racks or storage shelves; cabinets and “keep clear” markings on
instruction pages or corridors.

•

Equipment and materials which were not cleared instantly.
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Three key tasks has to be done during the audit
1. Find out whether known difficulties have been addressed:
•

Lubricants are still leak from this machine?

•

People are not walking under crane, is the warning sign in place?

•

Why outdated drill press is still in the workshop?

2. Look into the standards is being met:
•

Are tools left on work tables?

•

From the tool rack is something missing?

•

Is dirt collecting anywhere?

•

Are safety labels visible and readable?

3. To be noted that what has not yet been standardized – Most imaginative and hard section,
it may include seeing what is missing in an area that seems neat:
•

Why is there no sign over the well-ordered stack of work-in-process materials on that
shelf?

•

Tools that are not yet labeled

3.2.2 Housekeeping practices
Workplaces hazards can be eliminate by effective housekeeping and complete a job safely and
properly. Poor housekeeping and hiding hazards can cause frequent accidents which can cause
injuries.
Cleanliness doesn’t mean housekeeping. Housekeeping includes keeping work areas tidy and
arranged; keep floors free of slip and trip accidents; clearing of waste materials (paper, cardboard)
and other fire hazards. It also involves attention on other things like aisle marking, the adequacy
of storage facilities and maintenance. Good housekeeping is a basic step for preventing accident
and fire hazards.
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3.2.2.1 Purpose of workplace housekeeping
Accidents are cause due to poor housekeeping, such as:
•

Neat and clean movable objects i.e. stairs and platforms

•

Being strike by falling items

•

Slipping due to wet, greasy and dirty surface

•

Striking due to poorly stacked objects or lost material

•

Cutting or tearing of skin of hands or other body parts because of projected nails and
wire.

3.2.2.2 Benefits of good housekeeping practices
Efficient housekeeping results in:
•

Decrease handling to comfort the materials flow

•

Fewer slipping and tripping accidents

•

Less fire hazards

•

Hazardous substances e.g. dusts, vapors exposures to lower worker

•

Better control of tools and materials in managing inventory and supplies

•

Equipment’s are more cleaned and well maintained.

•

Better hygienic conditions for good health

•

Space utilization is more efficient

•

Reduced property damage due to improvement in preventive maintenance

•

Improved efficiency because it is easy to find tools and materials.

3.2.2.3 Elements of an effective housekeeping program
Dust and Dirt Removal
Proper working of exhaust ventilation systems for collection of dirt, dust and chips adequately
at workplace. Use vaccum cleaners for cleaning of light dust and dirt. For cleaning walls, ceilings,
machinery and other hard to clean places, special fittings are made to clean dust and dirt.
To reduce the amount of air dust, use sweeping compounds or dampen the floor before sweeping
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of floor. The dust and dirt that collect in places like piping, shelves,
light fixtures, conduits, windows, reflectors, cupboards and lockers
may require manual cleaning.
Surfaces
Cleaning up spilled oil and other liquids at once is important because
of poor floor conditions that leading cause of accidents. Accidents
may happen by allowing chips, shavings and dust to accumulate. To Fig 3.2.3 Dust removal
prevent accumulation regularly cleaning trapping chips,
shavings and dust before they reach the floor. Anti-slip
flooring is used where areas that cannot be cleaned
continuously, such as entrance ways.
Maintain Light Fixtures
Light levels are reducing by dirty light fixtures. Lighting
efficiency can improve by clean light fixture.

Fig 3.2.4 Surface cleaning

Aisles and Stairways
Aisles are the passages that allow movement of people, product and
materials. Encourage everyone to use stairways so that they do not take
shortcuts through hazardous areas.
Always keep aisles and stairways clean and clear. Don’t use them for
temporary storage of materials.
Spill Control
Spills can be controlled before happening by doing proper maintenance.

Fig 3.2.5 Slip warning sign

Clean and maintain machines and equipment regularly or place drip pans
and guards where you find oil spills. Clean the spill right away, if found anywhere at the workplace.
Use cleaning chemicals or absorbents for wiping the greasy, oily or other liquid spills.
Tools and Equipment
Tool housekeeping is very important whether it is in the tool room or on the tool rack or on the
bench. For the organized arrangement of tool storage in the tool room and near the work bench,
tools require appropriate fittings with locations and labels marked on it. Regularly inspect, repair
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and clean all tools. If found any damaged or worn tools,
remove them and marked as out of service.
Maintenance
Tool housekeeping is very important whether it is in the tool
room or on the tool rack or on the bench. For the organized

Fig 3.2.6 Oil spill cleaning

arrangement of tool storage in the tool room and near the work
bench, tools require appropriate fittings with locations and labels
marked on it. Regularly inspect, repair and clean all tools. If found
any damaged or worn tools, remove them and marked as out of
service.
Waste Disposal
Practices the regular collection, grading and sorting of scrap leads Fig 3.2.7 Storage of tools
to good housekeeping. Separate the materials
from waste which can be recycled and reuse.
For systematic waste gathering and disposal,
place the bin containers, near the place where
waste is generated most.
Fig 3.2.8 Waste management

Storage

Give at least one meter of clear space to stored materials from the spray heads.
Materials should be store away from fire equipment, stairs, aisles, exits, emergency showers, or
first aid stations. Clear marking should be there in all storage areas.
Toxic, flammable, combustible, and other hazardous
materials should be stored in permitted containers
in designated areas that are suitable for the different
hazards that they pose. Storage of materials should
meet all necessities specified in the fire codes and the
guidelines of environmental and occupational health Fig 3.2.9 Material storage
and safety agencies in your jurisdiction.
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Exercise
1. Prepare a housekeeping checklist of your training center
If housekeeping meets standard then sign (√) or not then sign (x). Also give your comments if not
meeting standard
Particulars
Aisles
• Clean
• Well-marked
Exits and entrances
• Clear
• Well-marked
• Free of ice, snow, water, other obstructions
Hand and Portable Tools
• Properly stored when not in use
Fire Fighting Equipment
• Clearly marked
• Accessible
Floors
• Clean
• Clear
• Well-drained
Ladders
• In good condition
• Free of grease/oil
• Secure when in use
Lighting
• Adequate
Machines
• Clean
• Clear
• In good condition
Signs, Tags
• Adequate
• Appropriate
• Clean
Stacking and Storage
• Aisles clear
• Stacks stable, secure
• Well labeled
• Area clean and clear
Stairs
• Non-slip tread
• clean
• clear
Ventilation System
• Clean
• Clear
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Sign

Comments

1 = Very little compliance

2 = Some compliance

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

4

Comments

Comments

Comments

Comments

Comments

4 = Total compliance

Date _______________________

3 = Significant compliance

Department___________________

Determine what is needed and remove the rest.
Have all the necessary items (tools, machines etc.) been removed ?
Does the inventory include any part that is not required?
All tools and equipment are located in the most convenient location?
Do cupboards, storage cabinets and shelves, have been sorted?
Is the quarantine area properly managed?
A place for everything and everything in its place……….no searching
Are shelves and storage areas clearly defined with location indicators?
Are shadow boards and other storage systems used where possible?
Are walkways and work areas clearly defined and unobstructed?
Are personal belongings stored in lockers provided?
Is all safety equipment in place and up to date?
Cleaning and looking for ways to keep it clean
Floors - Are they kept clean, tidy and in good state of repair?
Machines and tools – Are they free from dirt, visible leaks and spillages?
Bins - Are they properly maintained and emptied on regular basis?
Is anyone responsible for routine inspection/maintenance?
Do operators regularly sweep up and clean down machines and tools?
Make standards obvious and maintained
Is stock control established, obvious and in use?
Is everyone aware of their responsibilities and department flow?
Is information to carry out daily routine work clear and in use?
Are improvement ideas being generated and regularly acted on?
Are the standards for the first 3S’s clear and up to date?
Maintain high standards and constantly seek to improve
Are checklists available and being used?
5S board – Is this up to date and regularly reviewed?
Have improvement suggestions from last month been acted upon?
Training - Is everyone adequately trained?
Education – Can everyone in the area explain the 5S?

0 = No compliance

5S Audit Form

SORT

SET IN
ORDER

SHINE

STAND
ARDISE
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2. Do the 5S audit of your training center and fill the form given below
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Unit 3.3: Waste Disposal

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Know about waste management practices
2. Know about elements of waste management
3. Know about methods of waste management

3.3.1 Waste management
Waste management is gathering, transport,
recycling, processing and disposal of waste
materials. Waste management is carried
by recovering resources from waste
materials. It involves waste substances
(i.e. gaseous, solid, liquid or radioactive),
expert personnel and different methods of Fig. 3.3.1 Waste management
management.
Classification of wastes typically as follows:
•

Garbage i.e. decomposable waste

•

Rubbish: paper, wood, cloth i.e. combustible in nature and metal, glass, ceramics i.e. noncombustible in nature and non-decomposable wastes

•

Ashes

•

Sewage-treatment solids: material reserved on settled solids, biomass sludge and sewagetreatment screens

•

Industrial wastes: like chemicals, paints etc.

•

Mining wastes: slag heaps and coal refuse piles
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3.3.2 Elements of a waste management strategy
Good waste management practices involve much more than that disposing of waste legally and
properly. Strategy for the management of industrial waste can include the subsequent elements:
•

Current waste management procedures and primary audit of wastes produced.

•

Risk assessment to find that stowage and handling procedures does not possess any health
or environmental risk.

•

Identification of options for reuse, waste reduction, recovery assessment and recycling of
waste.

•

Identification of best practicable environment! There should be an option for dumping of
waste and residues.

•

Selection of the contractor offering the best service and audit of potential waste
management contractors.

3.3.3 Waste management methods
1. Segregation

Fig. 3.3.2 Segregation of waste

Why waste separation using container unit is so necessary because plastics, building materials,
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glass and waste from the site work could take a really long time period to decompose. This is the
reason, thus, it is required to maintain green practices so waste management should be done
with proper segregation. Thus we make sure to support you in removing hazardous waste from
compostable non-hazardous solid waste, organic waste, recyclable materials and other regulated
material.
2. Composting
This waste management process turns waste into organic compounds that
you can use to feed plants. In terms of the environment advantages this is
actually beneficial technique. Making use of this method, it’s easy to turn
unsafe organic products into safe compost.
3. Burning
Fig. 3.3.3 Composting waste

If your approach is not towards disposing materials and other wastes, then
burning method will be a good approach for you. If waste is bio-degradable
or cannot produce hazardous gases after burning, you can burn the waste

Fig. 3.3.4 Burning waste

Notes
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Exercise
1. Tripping over objects can be reduced by ……………………………………………………….
2. Which is not the element of effective housekeeping
(a) Waste disposal

(b) Cleaning

(c) Machining

(d) Spill control

3. Spilled oil can be the cause of an accident. True or False
4. Which phase of 5S are you in when you clean machines, windows, floors etc.
(a) Sort

(b) Set-In-Order

(c) Shine

(d) Standardize

5. Which is not a benefit of Sort?
(a) Reduce the waste of searching

(b) Reduced set-up times

(c) Increased productivity

(d) Improved machine dependability

6. In the Set-In-Order phase, where should tools be stored that are used daily?
(a) In personal tool boxes where they won’ t be stolen
(b) At the point of use
(c) Where the supervisor can keep an eye on them
(d) In a company owned locking cabinet
7. The most serious environmental effect posed by hazardous wastes is
(a) air pollution.

(b) contamination of groundwater.

(c) increased use of land for landfills.

(d) destruction of habitat.

8. Which of the following is not a primary contributor to the greenhouse effect?
(a) carbon dioxide

(b) carbon monoxide

(c) chlorofluorocarbons

(d) methane gas

9. In a health and safety context, a hazard is:
(a) Anything that could result in a psychological injury.
(b) Anything with the potential to result in an injury or illness.
(c) The likelihood of someone being injured in the workplace.
(d) Anything that could result in a physical injury.
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Unit 4.2 – Tools required during cutting
Unit 4.3 – Measuring equipments required during cutting
Unit 4.4 – Understanding the engineering drawing
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Key Learning Outcomes
At the end of this module, you will be able to:
1. Discuss about cutting process
2. Know about tools required during cutting process
3. Know about measuring instruments required during cutting process
4. Know about engineering drawings
5. Know about quality and inspection tests
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Unit 4.1: Basic thermal cutting process

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Know about thermal cutting process
2. Know about types of thermal cutting process

4.1.1 Thermal cutting
Thermal cutting is a usual cutting procedure for cutting of steel plates/sheets into required shape.
Thermal cutting includes processes like flame, plasma and laser cutting. In thermal cutting, the
steel plate/sheet is warm up to room temperature completely and then starts cutting.
Generally used thermal cutting methods are - laser beam cutting, plasma arc cutting and oxyfuel gas cutting. The selection of appropriate cutting method depends on the material type and
thickness, required cutting quality and dimensional tolerances.
Oxy-fuel Cutting
In oxy-fuel cutting, exothermic reactions between pure oxygen and steel deliver the heat for melting
the metal. Preheat flames are used to raise the surface to ignition temperature. Then oxygen is
used and directed towards the heated area for starting the cut. Metal oxides having lower melting
point than their base metal are cut by this method. It is majorly used to cut carbon steel.
Plasma Cutting
Plasma cutting method requires high speed stream of plasma gas. Firstly, plasma gas heats the
work piece and melts it. Then high stream of plasma self clean the molten metal and penetrates
the metal. This method can be utilized on any type of conductive metal.
Laser Cutting
In laser cutting method, a monochromatic and coherent light beam is used inside the laser
resonator for cutting the metal surface. Laser light is an electromagnetic wave, so it accelerates the
free electrons in the metal and then these electrons starts colliding with other parts of metal and
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starts heating and melting the metal. Gases like oxygen or nitrogen are used to clean the melted
metal from the cut.

Notes
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Unit 4.2: Tools required during cutting

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Know about tools required during cutting
2. Know about use of tools

4.2.1 Tools required
Grinding is used to get required precision of form and accuracy by removing excess material from the
work-piece. This process is done by means of a grinding machine. A
grinding machine uses a grinding wheel that rotates at high speed to cut
material.
There are numerous kinds of grinding machines used. The machines
may be:
•

Pedestal type

•

Bench type

•

Portable

Fig 4.2.1 Grinding machine

1. Pedestal Grinder
A pedestal grinder comprises of a heavy base which holds the motor of
grinder.
The spindle is compelled by belts. On every end of spindle, wheels are
mounted.
It is generally utilized for action other than sharpening of tool, such as Fig 4.2.2 Pedestal grinder
drill bits etc.

2. Bench Grinder
It is mounted on a bench and have wheels fitted to the end of the
motor spindle.
Fig 4.2.3 Bench grinder
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3. Portable grinder
Portable grinders are utilized where it is difficult to work by pedestal
grinder. It is used by hand and passing it over the work. Portable
grinders are once in a while utilized for device sharpening. The
trouble of acquiring consistent quality and inflexibility generally
brings about poor complete and erroneous surfaces.
Fig 4.2.4 Portable grinder

Grinding machines operation: Grinders pre-operation checklist - Steps
Step 1

Always wear eye safeguard. (Protection glasses beneath a face shield).

Step 2

Remove ties, rings, watches and other gems. Long hair ought to be tied back and free
sleeves ought not to be worn. Try not to wear gloves while using a buffing, granulating or
cleaning wheel.

Step 3

Make beyond any doubt the wheel guards are set up and appropriately balanced and
fixed.

Step 4

Don’t alter a grinder when it is in operation.

Step 5

Blotter and wheel flanges employed to mount the grinding wheels onto the shaft of the
grinder must be set up.

Step 6

Tool rests must be balanced and fixed to guarantee that there is not as much as a 1/8inch gap from the wheel.

Step 7

Wheels ought to be assessed before turning on the power. Wheels with splits or chips or
that are gravely rutted ought not to be utilized.

Operation
Step 1

Stand to the other side of the wheel when turning on the power.

Step 2

Before beginning grinding, permit the grinding wheel to keep running at working rate for
no less than one minute.

Step 3

When starting a grinding operation, carry the object into contact with the grinding wheel
gradually and easily maintaining a strategic distance from affect or knocking movements.

Step 4

Move the object being ground forward and backward over the face of the wheel as this
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keeps away trenches or grooves from shaping.
Step 5

Utilize the face of the wheel at the time of grinding. Try not to press too hard on the
wheel.

Step 6

Vibrating wheels ought not to be utilized. They should be dressed or supplanted or the
bearings of the shaft supplanted on the off chance if they are worn.

Step 7

Do not touch the ground bit of the workpiece until the point when you are certain that it
is cool.

Step 8

Shut off the power and don’t leave until the point that the wheel has arrived at a total
stop.

Step 9

Clean the work area when wrapped up utilizing the grinder.

2. Hammer
A hammer is an instrument intended to
convey an effect to an object. The most widely
recognized utilizations for hammers are to
drive nails, fit parts, produce metal and break
separate items. Hammers are commonly
designed for a particular reason, and differ in
their shape and structure. The hammer is a
basic tool of numerous professions.

Fig 4.2.5 Hammer

Classification of Hammers:

Fig 4.2.6 Types of hammer

i)

Ball peen hammer - It is a general purpose hammer and consists of a face, peen, eye and
handle. It comes in mass ranging from 55 g to 1400 g. The utilization of smaller sizes comes
for layout work and the bigger ones are utilized for general bench work.
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ii) Cross peen hammer - Cross peen hammer is used for hammering inside curves for bending
and stretching. These are also used for striking unhardened material as the peen allows for
the shaping or bending of unhardened material.
iii) Straight peen hammer - The straight-peen hammer has the wedge leaning parallel to the
hammer’s grip. It is generally used for stretching of metal.
iv) Soft hammer (Mallet) - A mallet is a kind of hammer, often made of rubber or sometimes
wood, they are usually made with a relatively large head.

3. Clamp
A clamp is a tool that is used for holding small work pieces together
during assembly, marking, drilling, riveting etc. It is made for hardened

Fig 4.2.7 Clamp

steel.
Toolmaker’s Clamp: It has two jaws, upper and lower, between which the work piece is held. A clip
is screwed to the top jaw to prevent the jaws from falling while being adjusted. The jaws of the
clamp are assembled by means of two threaded rods. It is to be noted that a toolmaker’s clamp is
not suitable for heavy jobs and should only be used for holding light jobs.
C-Clamp: These clamps are shaped like a ‘C’. On end
of the clamp is machined flat and the other end is
drilled and threaded to accommodate a screw-rod
that is operated by a handle. These clamps are used
to hold work on an angle plate or drill press table and
also for holding two or more workpieces together. Fig 4.2.8 C-clamp
C-clamps are available for both light and heavy duty work.

4. Pliers
Plier is a hand tool that is used to hold objects firmly or for bending.
A plier has two legs joined by a pivot. Each leg of the plier consists of
a long handle and a short jaw. Generally, pliers are classified on the
basis of the shape of the jaw or mouth and its overall length.
Fig 4.2.9 Pliers
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Parts of a plier:
1. Flat grip used for gripping
2. Pipe grip used for gripping cylindrical jobs
3. Joint cutters used for cutting or shearing off steel wires
4. Side cutters for cutting soft wires
5. Handle is used for applying pressure by hand
Side cutting pliers: A Side cutting plier contains two
jaws through cutting edges to cut soft wires. These
are useful in cutting copper, brass, aluminium and Fig 4.2.10 Side cutting plier
steel wires.
Flat nose pliers: These pliers have tapered wedge jaws with flat
gripping surface. These are used for folding narrow strips of thin
sheets and also for making sharp bends and right angles in a
wire.
Round nose pliers: Round nose pliers consist of tapered round

Fig 4.2.11 Flat nose plier

shaped jaws which are used to shape loops in wires and to
form curves in light metal strips.
Some other types of pliers used are: Slip Joint Pliers, Lineman’s
Pliers, Pincers, Locking Pliers etc.
Fig 4.2.12 Round nose plier

5. Vice
The machinist’s bench vise has harsh jaws which keep the work from slipping. It has a swivel
base, enabling the user to position the vise in
a superior working position. Machinist’s bench
vises are normally rushed to a work seat or
table. They are utilized for holding or clamping
substantial, overwhelming items.
The bench and pipe vise is a double reason
vise. It has harsh jaws and a swivel base like the
Fig 4.2.13 Bench vise
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machinist’s bench vise. In any case, it likewise has worked in pipe jaws. Bench and pipe vises are
typically dashed to a work bench or table. They are utilized for holding or bracing overwhelming
articles, holding pipe for cutting and threading, and for framing and molding metal.
Using a machinist vice:
•

Make beyond any doubt the vise is darted safely to a bench or table and the swivel base is
bolted.

•

Open jaws of vise sufficiently wide to enable you to embed the object you need to clamp.

•

Insert object to be braced between vise jaws and fix handle.

•

Work ought to be held immovably set up, yet the jaws ought not to be tight to the point
that they damage the wrap up. A bit of rawhide or leather might be utilized to secure
extremely polished surfaces.

6. Wire brush
Steel wire brushes are instruments used to finish diverse sorts of
metals. Brushes are utilized to evacuate flaking paint, rust, scratches,
dirt and little blemishes. They are utilized on solid, metal, stone and
wood surfaces. Wire brush connections are made for drills, grinders
and different sorts of fabrication tools. They come in a wide range of Fig 4.2.14 Wire brush
sizes, stiffness and wire sorts. Delicate brushes are accustomed to draw
out the shine and polish in a surface, while solid brushes are utilized for expelling substantial
garbage.

7. Tong tester
In electrical and electronic engineering, a current clasp or current
probe is an electrical gadget having two jaws which open to permit
clamping around an electrical conduit. This permits properties of the
electric current in the conduit to be calculated, without making any
physical contact with it, or to separate it for insertion through the
probe.
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8. Spanners
Spanner or wrench is a device used to give grasp and
mechanical favorable position in applying rotational
movement to turn objects like nuts and bolts. Spanners
are available in various shapes suitable for different type
of objects.
Fig 4.2.16 Spanners

Some commonly used spanners are:

Single Ended Spanner: A single ended spanner has opening at only one end and fits only one size
of bolt, head or nut.
Double Ended Spanner: A double ended spanner has
different sized opening at each end. Both openings are
of different sizes to adjust different size of bolt, nut or
Fig 4.2.17 Open end Spanner

head.

Adjustable Spanner: This type of a spanner is used for variety of size
of heads, nuts or bolts. It is adjustable to accommodate different
sizes. Adjustable spanner is particularly used for odd sized nuts,
heads etc. It has one fixed jaw and one variable jaw. The movable
jaw can be accustomed to accommodate different nut sizes. The
adjustment is done using the knurl.
While using a spanner, keep following things in mind:

Fig 4.2.18 Adjustable Spanner

•

Select a spanner which fits the nut or bolt properly

•

The application of force should be by pulling the spanner rather than pushing it

•

Before applying force, make sure that the nut is fully seated in the spanner jaw

9. Wire stripper:
A wire stripper is a little, hand-held gadget used to strip the
electrical insulation from electric wires.

Fig 4.2.19 Wire stripper
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Unit 4.3: Measuring instruments required

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Know about measuring instruments required during cutting
2. Know about use of measuring instruments

4.3.1 Measuring instruments required
A measuring instrument is a gadget for measuring a physical amount. In the physical sciences, quality
confirmation and engineering, estimation is the movement of getting and contrasting physical
amounts of certifiable items and events. Set up standard articles and events are utilized as units, and
the procedure of estimation gives a number relating the thing under review and the referenced unit
of estimation. Measuring instruments, and formal test strategies which characterize the instrument’s
utilization, are the methods by which these relations of numbers are gotten. All measuring instruments
are liable to shifting degrees of instrument mistake and estimation vulnerability.
Least Count:
•

The minimum tally of any measuring hardware is the littlest amount that can be measured
precisely utilizing that instrument

•

Least Count shows the level of precision of estimation that can be accomplished by the
measuring instrument

•

All measuring instruments utilized as a part of material science have a least count

•

Example: LC of Vernier Caliper is 0.02mm

Fig 4.3.1 Measuring instruments
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4.3.1.1 Steel Rule
Steel Rule is a flat and thin linear measurement instrument. It is the most commonly used measuring
instrument. Steel rule is manufactured from stainless steel. The edges of the rule are accurately ground
to form straight edges. Steel rules are available in different sizes like 150 mm, 300 mm and 600 mm.
usually; the reading accuracy is around 0.5 mm.

Fig 4.3.2 Steel rule

There are different types of rules available. Few commonly used are:
•

Engineer’s rule

•

Folding rule

•

Flexible rule

•

Hook rule

4.3.1.2 Vernier Caliper
A Vernier Caliper is a precision measuring instrument used to measure inside and outside diameter of
shafts and thickness of parts having accuracy of 0.02mm.
The vernier calipers measure reading of the distance directly with precision and high accuracy. These
calipers consist of calibrated scale with fixed jaw and movable jaw with a pointer.
For using vernier caliper, move the position of the pointer on the scale. At the point where the pointer
is between two markings, take the reading on the scale. This is basic caliper; expansion of vernier scale
on the instrument gives more exact reading; this is the vernier caliper.

Fig 4.3.3 Vernier caliper
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Parts of a vernier caliper:
1. Outside Jaw - To measure outer dia. and width of an object.
2. Inside Jaw - To measure inner dia.
3. Depth Probe - To measure depth of an object.
4. Main Scale - Scale set apart in millimeter (mm)
5. Main Scale - Scale set apart in inches
6. Vernier Scale - Interpolated estimations in millimeter
7. Vernier Scale - Interpolated estimations in millimete
8. Retainer - Used to lock movable parts
Least count
The Least Count of a Vernier Caliper can be calculated using the formula
LC = 1 MSD - 1 VSD ( Value of one Main Scale Division - Value of one Vernier Scale Division)
1VSD = 49/50 = 0.098 mm
LC = 1 – 0.098 = 0.02 mm
Total Reading (TR) = (MSR) + (CV) X LC
Where,
MSR = Main Scale Reading
CV = Coinciding Vernier Reading
LC = Least Count
Using and Reading a Vernier Calliper
•

First loose the locking screw of caliper and check
the vernier scale for its proper working by moving
the slider and ensure that caliper is reading 0 when
closed fully. If you find caliper is not showing 0
reading, then adjust the jaws of caliper till that you Fig 4.3.4 Vernier caliper reading
get a 0 reading. If it is not adjusting at 0 reading, then add or subtract the correct offset in final
reading for getting 0 reading.

•

Close the jaws delicately on the object which need to be quantify (For instance a round steel
ball).
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•

The primary metric scale is perused first and for instance says this demonstrates there are 13
entire divisions before the 0 on the hundredths scale. Thus, the main number is 13.

•

The ‘hundredths of mm’ scale is then perused. The most ideal approach to do this is to tally
the quantity of divisions. This is 21 divisions on the hundredths scale.

•

Then 21 is multiplied by 0.02 giving 0.42 as the appropriate response (every division on the
hundredths scale is comparable to 0.02mm)

•

The 13 and the 0.42 are included to give the last estimation of 13.42mm (the diameter across
of the bit of round area steel)

4.3.1.3 Micrometer
A micrometer is a gadget assimilating an aligned screw broadly utilized for exact estimation of segment
in mechanical trades and machining. They are used to measure very small distances.

Fig 4.3.5 Micrometer

Body parts of a Micrometer
•

Frame - The C-formed part that clasp the anvil and barrel in steady connection to each other. It
is thick since it needs to limit flexion, magnification, and compression, which can misinterpret
the estimation.
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•

Anvil - The gleaming part that the spindle pushes toward, and that the model leans against.

•

Sleeve / barrel / stock - The stationary cylindrical part with the straight scale on it.

•

Lock nut / lock-ring / thimble lock - The rough part (or lever) that one can fix to hold the
spindle stagnant, for example, when instantly holding a measurement.

•

Screw – It is the main part of instrument, stays inside the barrel.

•

Spindle - The gleaming round part which pushes the thimble towards anvil.

•

Thimble – This part turns by the thumb

•

Ratchet stop - Applied pressure can be limited by the device in the end of the handle by
slipping at an aligned torque.

Operating principle:
Micrometers utilize the rule of a screw to expand little separations (that are too little to measure
normally) into big rotation of the screw that are sufficiently enormous to read from a scale. The
precision of a micrometer gets from the exactness of the string shapes that are at its heart. In few
cases it is a differential screw. The fundamental working standards of a micrometer are as per the
following:
1. The measure of turn of a precisely made screw can be directly associated to a specific measure
of axial movement (and the other way around), through the steady known as the screw’s lead.
A screw’s lead is the distance it moves ahead axially with one entire turn (360°).
2. With a fitting lead and real diameter of the screw, a given measure of axial movement will be
intensified in the consequential circumferential movements.
Least Count of Micrometer Screw Gauge:
LC = Pitch / Number of vernier scale division
LC = 0.5 mm / 50 or 1 mm / 100 = 0.01 mm
Total Reading = Sleeve Reading + Thimble Reading X LC
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Unit 4.4: Understanding the engineering drawing

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Discuss about basics of engineering drawing
2. Know about orthographic projection views
3. Know about concept of quadrants
4. Discuss about engineering standards
5. Know about tools require for engineering drawing

4.4.1 Basic knowledge of engineering drawing
Engineering drawing: It is a graphical language utilized by specialists and other specialized faculty
related with this profession. The reason for engineering drawing is to pass on graphically the
thoughts and fundamental data for the development or examination of structures, machines or
frameworks.
These are point by point technical drawings drawn precisely and accurately. These are line drawings,
drawn with the guide of numerical instruments by recording and transmitting the specialized data.
They provide accurate and entire explanation of machines or machine components which have to
fabricate or manufacture.
•

Technical drawings can’t sow the actual view of articles as they appear to the eye.

•

Drawings do the utilization of many particular symbols and traditions keeping in mind the
end goal to transmit specialized data unmistakably and precisely.

•

To learn and accurately translate specialized drawings, you have to familiarize with the
essentials of specialized drawing

•

with the fundamentals of technical drawing – hence the purpose of this course.
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4.4.1.1 Presentation of engineering drawing
In basic engineering drawing, orthographic projection method is used. Here in welding industry to
communicate technical information through engineering drawing, we generally use orthographic
views (OV) instead of pictorial views.
•

OV records the exact shape of objects.

•

OV only shows one side of an object and overall dimensions of two and its two-dimensional
(2-D) drawing.

•

At least couple of OV is needed to demonstrate the object in 3-D and to illustrateits
complete shape

•

to describe its shape completely

So, here we are going to only study about orthographic projections.

4.4.1.2 Orthographic projection
Orthographic drawings are the establishment of technical and machine drawings. These drawings
generate complete data for development and repair, and in addition exhibit the object in its actual
extents i.e. its size and shape. The orthographic projection demonstrates the object like it views
from the front, right, left, base, top or back, as per the projections in first-angle or third-angle
projection. Third angle orthographic projection is standard projection for every single mechanical
drawing.
Orthographic projection is the technique for speaking to the correct state of an object in at least
two perspectives, on projection planes commonly at right angle position to each other or by
drawing perpendiculars from object to planes.

Fig 4.4.1 Plane of projection
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One of these perspectives is eluded as top view and represent to the object as it looks from the
top-side. Other perspective is known as front view and represents the object as it looks from the
front. Last one is assigned as side view, which can be drawn by the data from the top and front
perspectives.

Fig 4.4.3 Different views of slab

Fig 4.4.2 Slab view

View arrangement: Concentrate the course of action of the three perspectives in figure. The front
view is the starting point of drawing. Front view is chosen as base view because it highlights the
important attributes of the object. The right side view is anticipated straightforwardly to right of
the front view. Top view is placed over the front. Subsequent to concentrate each view, attempt to
envision or picture the presence of the object.
Principal Plane Line: Drawings are divided into zones. Each zone of drawing carries OV, combine
with the symbols and data needed to draw that view. The zones are isolated by principle plane
lines which are also known as crossed (90°) development lines. These lines are like a coordinate
system. These lines are excluded in completed drawings. Principle plane lines are characterized as
shown in fig.

Fig 4.4.4 Principal plane
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For example: Orthographic views of a cylinder are

Fig 4.4.5 Orthographic views of cylinder

To understand how to draw these views, first we need to understand the planes of projection and
concept of quadrants.

4.4.1.3 Concept of Quadrants
See the projection of cylinder in all the four quadrants as shown

Fig 4.4.6 Projection quadrants
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•

If we imagine the projection in 1st quadrant, then it is called 1st angle projection.

•

If we imagine the projection in 2nd quadrant, then it is called 2nd angle projection.

•

If we imagine the projection in 3rd quadrant, then it is called 3rd angle projection.

•

If we imagine the projection in 4th quadrant, then it is called 4th angle projection.

For basic engineering drawings; two guidelines are regularly being used in orthographic projection;
the first angle projection also known as European projection and third angle projection also known
as American projection. Perspectives are indistinguishable in both techniques for projection with
the exception of their relative positions on the drawing paper. So, let’s understand them:
1st angle Projection – Rotation of Planes
In 1st angle projection, the front view is reference VIEW and other views are drawn as “shadows”
of that view. For example, the left hand side view is drawn on the right side of front view. So, the
top view (plan) is drawn at the base of front view, and so on.
Step 1: Rotate the Horizontal Plane Clockwise through 900.
Step 2: Rotate the planes clockwise through 900 to face the observer.

Fig 4.4.7 Rotation of planes in 1st angle projection

3rd angle Projection – Rotation of Planes:
In 3rd angle projection, the front view is the premise (similarly as before) however other views are
drawn as “reflections” of font view. In this projection, the left hand side view is drawn on the left
hand side of front view. Additionally, the top view (plan) is drawn over the front view
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Fig 4.4.8 Rotation of planes in 3rd angle projection

Step 1: Rotate HP through 900 in the clockwise direction
Step 2: Rotate the planes through 900 in the clockwise direction to face the observer
For example: The Front View (FV), Left Hand Side View (LHSV) and Top View (PLAN) of the given
object

In 1st angle projection is:
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In 3rd angle projection is:

Fig 4.4.9 Orthographic view example in 1st angle and 3rd angle
projection

4.4.1.4 Tips for drawing the sketches

!

A systematic order of application should be followed for both idea sketches and sketches from
objects. It is outlined as follows:
•

Visualize Object: Visualize the definite and clear picture of object in mind, and then a
decent graphical picture can be created.

•

Determine Views: The perspectives might possibly be the same with respect to a scale
drawing; e.g., the thickness or state of the line can be utilized to draw a view.

•

Determine Size: Determine the size of sheet of paper for portraying the object. Size of the
sheet should be enough to show all details the object, however permit a lot of space for
measurements, notes, and particulars.

•

Locate Center Lines: When going to start drawing, always locate the inside lines of object.

•

Block in Main Outlines: Check the extents of width to height in drawing. Select one edge
of the object as a unit and assess the proportionate lengths of alternate edges.

•

Complete Detail: Once the primary blueprint is acceptable, fill the points of interest for
right extent.

•

Dimension Lines and Arrowheads: When the state of the object has been drawn
completely, then include the measurement arrowheads and lines. Don’t make any
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estimation until the work is finished.
•

Dimensions: Now embed the measurements on the drawing. These measurements can
be obtained by a steel cable. Take all estimations from completed surfaces.

•

Titles and Notes: Titles and notes should be embedded together with the date mentioned
on sheet

•

Check: Make a last check after completing the draw. Do it carefully.

4.4.2 Engineering Drawing Standards
Engineering drawings, being one of the many types of specialized form of exchanging
information, need to satisfy some acknowledged guidelines. There are different national,
multinational and worldwide principles, however the present pattern in many nations is to follow
(receive) the ISO gauges.
What are Drawing Standards?
•

Following Standards help in easy understanding of drawings across the country

•

Bureau of Indian Standards (BIS) provides the standards for technical drawings

•

Examples
-

IS 919 (Part 2) : ISO system of limits and fits

-

IS 10714 : General principle of presentation o technical drawings

-

IS 10718 : Method of dimensioning and tolerance cones on drawing

4.4.2.1 Drawing Sheet Sizes
ISO most prescribed paper sizes for specialized drawings are known as A-FORMATS. Different
arrangements, similar to the B-Series, are of lesser significance. In the A-Format arrangement, the
biggest size is A0. The extent of an A1 paper is a large portion of the measure of A0 while A2 is a
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large portion of the span of A1 et cetera. Small sized A design
papers (i.e. A5, A6, and so on) are once in a while utilized for
specialized drawings

Fig 4.4.10 Drawing sheet

Designation
A0
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5

Size of the Sheet
A (mm)
B(mm)
841
1189
594
841
420
594
297
420
210
297
184
210

Size of Frame
C(mm)
D(mm)
791
1139
554
804
380
554
267
390
180
267

Table 4.4.1 Drawing sheet

4.4.2.2 Lines
In technical drawings, various type of
lines and line styles are used to provide
the desired information. These lines
differ in thickness and style.
•

Visible – these are sequential
lines used to represent edges
which can be seen directly from
a specific angle?

•

Hidden – these lines are used to
represent edges which can’t be
seen directly

Fig 5.4.11 Different lines used in engineering drawing
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•

Center – These lines are used to represent the axes of circular features. These lines are long
and short dashed.

•

Cutting plane – are lines that used to define sections for section views, these are thin and
medium dashed lines, or also thick, long and double short-dashed lines.

•

Section – These are thin lines, represent section views which results due to cutting of
object. These are also known as “cross-hatching.”

•

Phantom – These lines indicates feature or component of the assembly which is not the
described part or assembly. These lines are alternately long and double short-dashed thin
in shape

•

feature or component that is not part of the specified part or assembly? E.g. billet ends that
may be used for testing, or the machined product that is the focus of a tooling drawing.

4.4.2.3 Dimensioning
Through the usage of dimensions, the appropriate sizes of features are expressed. Distances might
be shown with either of two accepted forms of dimension: ordinate and linear.
•

In linear dimensioning, two parallel lines, also known as “extension lines,” separated
at the distance between two components, which are shown at every element. A line
perpendicular to the extension lines, known as “dimension line,” is appeared between and
ending at the extension lines. The distance is shown in numerical form at the midpoint of
the dimension line.

•

In ordinate dimensioning, an origin is established between one horizontal and one vertical
extension line for the complete object view. The small circles placed at the ends of these
lines shows the origin of line. Measurements along the x- and y-axes are shown by these
extension lines, with the distances written in numerical form at the ends of these lines.
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Exercise
1. Draw the orthographic projections of the solid:

2. In an orthographic projection, projectors are parallel to each other. True or false?
Ans: …………………………..................................

3. ____________________ is a drawing instrument used by draftsmen to draw horizontal lines.

4. Alternatively thick and short double dashed lines used to represent sections.
Ans: …………………………..................................

5. Pencils are specified on the European system using H, F and B. What does these stands for?
H : ____________________
F : ____________________
B : ____________________
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Unit 4.5: Quality checks and inspection tests

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Discuss about importance of quality checks
2. Know about different types of inspection tests

4.5.1 Importance of quality checks
Quality can be described as fulfillment of customer requisites and
specifications defect free. A product can be marked as a high quality if
it is operating as per the expectations and is consistent. Quality control
refers to actions which make sure that the items produced/manufactured
are satisfying the maximum possible quality.

Fig.4.5.1 quality check

Each production series commence with inputs which are in turn transformed by a procedure into a
more desirable output or product. Production inputs to each production process are as:
•

man (person executing or controlling the process);

•

machine (equipment or machinery used in the execution of the process);

•

material (raw materials or parts required in the process);

•

methods (actions and series used to perform the process); and

•

Information (work instructions, data, and sensor readings that guide process execution).

In every process too much variations and errors each process can lead
to non compliance, with three unwanted consequences:
a)

Scrapped or exhausted resources;

b)

Corrupted process throughput;

c)

“Contamination” from unnoticed noncompliance leading to dip in the value of product

Fig.4.5.2 productivity graph

to the customer.
The goal of quality control in every production system is to
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a) Get rid of noncompliance and their outcome
b) Eradicate rework and washed out resources,
c) Attain these objectives at the minimum feasible cost and
d) Get less rejections
How to achieve Quality Standards?
•

Understand the end objective of the product

•

Strictly follow manufacturing process

•

Set the machine parameter correctly

•

Understand crucial check points

4.5.2 Quality checks and inspection tests
Testing Techniques:

Fig.4.5.3 testing techniques

4.5.2.1 Visual inspection
A visual examination scrutinize bead form, width and thickness; also
any defect such as undercut, overlap, cracks, pits, and slag inclusions
in the surfaces of product.
This test is simple and inexpensive. Therefore, it is commonly applied
to all tools, equipments and machines.

Fig.4.5.4 visual inspection
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4.5.2.2 Destructive tests
Destructive tests aim to examine the mechanical, chemical, and metallurgical properties by
breaking, deforming, or chemically processing test specimens. Destructive teats further classified
into following tests:
a) Tensile Test:
This test is used for determining the Tensile Strength, Yield point and reduction in Area
•

The piece to be tested is clamped in a tensile Testing Machine

•

The Load (Force ) is applied along the axis

•

The load (Force) is applied till the specimen is broken

•

The readings are plotted on a graph
(a)

(b)

Fig.4.5.5 (a) (b) tensile strength test

b) Bend Test:
Bend tests examine the ductility of metals and whether they contain
defects or not.

c) Impact Test:
Fig.4.5.6 bend test
(a)

(b)

Fig.4.5.7 (a) (b) impact test
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•

Impact Test is conducted to determine the resistance to impact loads or shock loads.

•

Two types of Impact Testing Machines are used ( Izod and Charpy )

•

The distance through which the specimen moves after breaking is measured on a scale

•

The longer the distance ,the less impact resistance the specimen
has

d) Hardness test
The hardness test is performed to ensure if the metal is hard enough or
not to stand firm mechanical wearing, depending on the handling.

Fig.4.5.8 hardness test

4.5.2.3 Non-destructive tests
To guaranty the quality of structure, it is indispensable to know what defects may or may not
exist. Destructive tests are conducted for test specimens, not for a product. It is important to
examine the soundness of assembly without breaking them. For this purpose, nondestructive
tests are conducted.
Nondestructive tests can detect defects by utilizing radiation, ultrasonic waves, electricity,
magnetism, or light. Some of the non-destructive tests are:
1. Radiographic test
When an accelerated electron hits a target of heavy metal, the
radiation emanates. This radiation is a kind of electromagnetic
wave; and the shorter the wavelength, the stronger its
penetrative capacity. A method to detect defects inside the
component utilizing this penetrable capacity is called the X-ray
test.
Weld zones can also be examined utilizing the radioactive
isotopes that emit γ-rays. These two methods using X-rays and
γ-rays are called the radiographic test.
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2. Ultrasonic test (UT)
The ultrasonic test is a detection method which
causes an inaudible, short sonic wave of 0.5-15
MHZ (megahertz) to penetrate the object to be
tested. The ultrasonic wave is reflected from an
internal defect or uneven layer.
Fig.4.5.10 ultrasonic test

Raw material inspection
•

Check manufacturer’s written certification that all material meets appropriate.

•

Visually inspect all rolls of goods for defects, contaminants and edge regularity.

•

All defects or impurities will be cleared from the roll before doing the fabrication into
panels or rejection of the roll.

•

Measure the thickness of each roll of material at the beginning and end.

Raw material testing:
•

Visually check or inspect the surface uniformity of the material. Check for dust or any
contaminants.

•

By using micrometer, measure and inspect the thickness of material as per the job
drawing requirements.

•

Use tensile testing machine to check the tensile strength of the material.

Machine and equipments testing
•

Visually check the machine and equipments for any damages.

•

Use destructive tests to check the physical properties of equipments.

•

Use non-destructive tests to identify the faults and defects in the machine and
equipments.

•

After testing tag the equipment with its part number or transaction number.

•

Fill the inspection log sheet for keeping the information in future use.
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Tools and measuring instruments testing
•

Visually check the tools and instruments for any damages.

•

Use destructive tests to check the physical properties of tolls and instruments.

•

Manually operate and check the tools are working properly or not.

•

Check the accuracy of measuring instruments by comparing the zero reading of
instruments with the standard industrial measurement reading.

•

Fill the inspection log sheet for keeping the information in future use.

Electrical connections testing
•

Test the electrical connections of the various power operated equipments.

•

Do the earthing or ground resistance testing of the equipments by using earth testers and
megger.

•

Check the electrical connections e.g. phase wire, neutral wire and ground wire visually or
by using neon tester and test lamp.

•

If found any defect in connection wire replace it, otherwise it may give you a severe shock
or damage the equipment.

•

After completing the operation always switch-off the equipment power, otherwise it can
become risk for serious accidents or hazards.

•

Fill the inspection log sheet for keeping the information in future use.

4.5.3 Gas leakage
Before lighting, a newly assembled oxy-fuel system should be tested to ensure there are no leaks present.
After the new container has been connected to the appliance, all connections must be checked for leaks.
Most of these leaks occur at the top of the gas container in areas such as the valve threads, pressure safety
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device, valve stem and valve outlet.
Leak test procedure
1. These areas must be checked using a soap and water solution.
2. First make sure that all connections are tight. Then open the container valve.
3. Each connection is checked by brushing or spraying a soap and water mixture on the connection.
4. The connection should be checked to see if any air bubbles are present.
5. If no air bubbles are visible there is no leak.
6. However, if bubbles are present there may be a problem with the connection.
7. The suspected fittings should be disconnected and cleaned.
8. Then the connection is tightened and the checking procedure is repeated.
9. If the bubbles are still visible, there is a problem with the connection.
10. The fittings should be repaired or replaced before the equipment is used again.
11. Follow the same procedure for the fuel gas
Note: NEVER CHECK FOR LEAKS WITH A FLAME

Fig 4.5.11 Gas leakage testing

Safety recommendations if leakage is found:
1. Leaks must be corrected immediately by tightening connections. Do not over tighten. If the
connection requires excessive force then it is likely that there is a more serious fault with it.
2. If leaks persist, the connections must be replaced. Do not use the equipment if a persistent
leak is detected.
3. Open the equipment valves to release pressure and adjust the regulators to zero outlet
pressure and close the equipment valves.
4. After leak testing all testing solution should be cleaned off using a clean, oil and grease free
cloth.
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Exercise
1. Weld defects are best detected by?
(a)

Visual inspection.

(b)

Destructive / Mechanical tests.

(c)

Non-Destructive examination (NDT).

(d)

All of the above.

2. Ultrasonic testing has an advantage over other NDT methods for the detection of:
(a)

Lack of sidewall fusion

(b)

Root undercut

(c)

Incompletely filled groove

(d)

Root concavity

3. Bend test specimens have been taken from a 25mm thick carbon steel butt weld. Which
would show lack of inter-run fusion:
(a)

Side bend

(b)

Root bend

(c)

Face bend

(d)

Guided bend

4. Penetrant Testing uses a penetrating liquid dye which is applied to a properly prepared
surface. The dye is pulled into the discontinuity by _______ action.
(a)

suction

(b)

heating

(c)

cooling

(d)

capillary

5. If the weld does not combine with another weld or the base metal it is referred to as:
(a)

incomplete penetration

(b)

incomplete fusion

(c)

incomplete bonding

(d)

incomplete inclusion
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5. Plasma arc cutting
Unit 5.1 – Plasma arc cutting
Unit 5.2 – Plasma arc cutting equipments, gases and torch
Unit 5.3 – Plasma arc cutting setup and operation
Unit 5.4 – Plasma arc cutting techniques
Unit 5.5 – Quality check
Unit 5.6 – Safety practices during plasma arc cutting
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Key Learning Outcomes
At the end of this module, you will be able to:
1. Know about plasma arc cutting process
2. Know about different parameters of plasma arc cutting
3. Know about equipments used in plasma arc cutting
4. Know about setup and operation of plasma arc cutting
5. Know about plasma arc cutting techniques
6. Know about quality check and inspection of cutting
7. Know about safety precautions during plasma arc cutting
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UNIT 5.1: Plasma arc cutting

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Know about plasma arc cutting
2. Know about fundamental process of plasma arc cutting

5.1.1 Plasma arc cutting
Definition of Plasma
Plasma is an electrically conductive gas. Ionization of gases causes the formation of free electrons
and positive ions in the atoms of gas. Because of this, the gas becomes electrically conductive
having current carrying capabilities and becomes plasma.
Plasma in Nature
Natural lightning is an example of plasma. The lightning moves electricity naturally similarly like
using a plasma torch.

Fig 5.1.1 Plasma arc

Plasma arc cutting
•

By plasma arc cutting method, precise cutting can be done in stainless steel and non-ferrous
metals like aluminium.

•

High speed and temperature gas jet is required for generating an arc between electrode
and component for cutting.

•

First arc heat melts the metal and after that gas high speed flow cleans the molten metal
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from the cut.
•

Arc works in an inert inner shield.

•

Mixture of argon, helium or nitrogen is used for inner and outer shielding.

•

Plasma arc cutting method is mostly utilized in mechanized systems.

Uses/applications of plasma arc cutting:
(i) In tube mill application.
(ii) Welding of cryogenic, aerospace and high temperature corrosion resistant alloys.
(iii) Nuclear submarine pipe system.
(iv) Welding steel Rocket motor case.
(v) Welding of stainless steel tubes.
(vi) Welding titanium plates up to 8mm thickness.
Advantages
(i) small risk of changing the shape of the metal (called distortion)
(ii) precise cutting
(iii) slag-free cuts when working with aluminum, stainless steel and carbon steel
(iv) works in all positions
(v) fast process
(vi) works across many types of metals
(vii)do not require gas cylinders
Disadvantages
(i) creates a small bevel
(ii) electrical shock risk when not operating safely
(iii) requires clean air source
(iv) needs electricity to operate so not completely portable
(v) not cost effective for very thick steel
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5.1.2 Plasma arc cutting fundamental process
The basic fundamental process of plasma arc cutting is first formation of arc between electrode
and workpiece by a copper nozzle. After
that, temperature and velocity of the
plasma will increase which is originating
from nozzle. At that time, plasma
temperature is more than 20,000°C and
speed is near to the speed of sound. To
start cutting, flow of plasma gas is
increased, and then it starts penetrating
the workpiece deeply and cleans the
molten metal by plasma jet.
Plasma arc process is different from oxyfuel process. In plasma process an arc

Fig 5.1.2 Plasma arc cutting

is required to melt the metal while in oxy-fuel method, oxygen oxidizes the metal and the heat
generated melts the metal.

5.1.3 Metals cut by plasma arc process
The metals usually cut with this process are the aluminum and stainless steel. This process is also
used for cutting most iron free metals (non-ferrous) as well as: aluminum, brass, carbon steels, cast
iron, copper alloys, copper, high nickel, magnesium, mild steel, nickel alloys, stainless steel.
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Exercise
1. What characteristic makes plasma different than a gas?
(a)		 It has a greater atomic weight

(b)		

It is incandescent

(c)		 It can conduct electricity

(d)		

It has a distinct odor

2. What is the most common form of matter in the universe?
(a)		 Solid

(b)		

Liquid

(c)		 Gas

(d)		

Plasma

3. What action is visible during an electrical arc?
(a)

Ionization

(b)		

Fusion

(c)

Fission

(d)		

Transpiration

4. What is responsible for the difference between the different states of the same matter?
(a)

Atomic weight

(b)		

Chemical composition

(c)

Number of protons

(d)		

Temperature

5. How is plasma produced in a plasma cutting torch?
(a)

High pressure gas

(b)		

Extreme heat

(c)

Shielding gas

(d)		

Chemical reaction

6. What must be created between the torch and workpiece to maintain cutting?
(a)

Contact

(b)		

Air pressure

(c)

Electrical pathway

(d)		

Heat transfer

7. What attribute makes plasma different from steam?
(a)

Conductivity

(b)		

Directionality

(c)

Pressure

(d)		

Atomic structure

8. What controls the radius of the plasma arc?
(a)

Voltage

(b)		

Speed

(c)

Tip constriction

(d)		

Type of electrode
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UNIT 5.2: Plasma arc cutting (PAC) equipments, gases and torch

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Know about plasma cutting equipments
2. Know about selection of gas for cutting
3. Know about cutting parameters

5.2.1 Plasma arc cutting (PAC) equipments
A typical PAC system consists of the following components:
•

Power source

•

Cutting torch

•

Supply of compressed air or nitrogen

Fig 5.2.1 Plasma arc cutting setup

1. Power Source
Plasma arc cutting uses a direct current power source. The polarity
setting of the power supply is direct current electrode negative
(DCEN). For plasma arc cutting, power sources comes in the range of
120 to 400 V with open circuit voltages. Selection of power supply is
done on the basis of torch design, type and thickness of workpiece,
and cutting speed.
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•

For heavy cutting, high open circuit voltage around 400 V is required. It can pierce the
material of thickness around 2 inches. Many power supplies ahs the system of adjusting
the open circuit voltage according to the requirement.

•

The requirement of output current ranges from around 70 to 1000 Ampere, which depends
on the thickness of material and cutting speed. It also contains circuit for the pilot arc.

2. Consumables

Fig 5.2.3 Consumables

Plasma torches are either hand held or machine torches. They required some consumables like an
electrode, a swirl ring, a tip, a shield and retaining ring.
a) Swirl Ring: The swirl ring, made of a high temperature plastic,
is designed with angled holes to spin the cutting gas in a vortex.
Some plasma cutting equipment swirls the gas in a clockwise
direction, others in a counter-clockwise direction.
Fig 5.2.4 Swirl ring

b) Electrode: Electrode provides path to the electricity for
establishment of cutting arc. Generally copper electrodes with
hafnium insert are utilized in plasma cutting.
Fig 5.2.5 Electrode

c) Tip: The torch tip squeezes and focuses the plasma arc on
workpiece. Generally copper is utilized for making tip, carrying
an orifice in the tip center. Size of tip depends on the amperage
rating of the torch.
Fig 5.2.6 Tip
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d) Retaining Cup: Retaining cup holds the other consumable parts
firmly tightly in the torch. It also insulates other consumable parts
and protects them from making any contact with work piece.
Fig 5.2.7 Retaining cup

e) Shields: There are two types of shields used on plasma torches: a drag shield and a deflector.
The drag shield insulates the front end of the torch from the work piece and protects the
torch tip from spatter. The deflector insulates the electrode and protects it from spatter. It
is used when extended cutting consumables are needed.

Fig 5.2.8 Shields

3. Cutting Gases
Plasma arc cutting gases must have high ionization potential (energy), high thermal conductivity
to deliver high heat energy to the work piece, and high atomic weight to produce the energy
to blow or push out metal from the cut. Compressed air (approximately 80% nitrogen) with its
high ionization potential and density is commonly used to minimize gas costs. Compressed air
may require installation of filters or line dryers to remove oil vapors and moisture. Clean, dry,
compressed air may be purchased in cylinders. As a plasma gas, nitrogen is considered to be the
gas that creates the least slag or dross.
The gas pressure and flow rates must be properly set to the equipment manufacturer’s
recommendation. The gas supply piping and hoses to the cutting unit must be of sufficient size to
carry the pressure and gas volume required.
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4. Cutting torch
A cutting torch carries an electrode holder which keeps the tip of
electrode in center with respect to the orifice of nozzle. In cutting
process, plasma gas entered into the torch around the electrode and exits
through the nozzle orifice. For every type of torch, nozzles with various

Fig 5.2.9 Cutting torch

orifice diameters are designed. Diameter of orifice depends on current required for cutting. Large
diameter orifices are utilized during high current.

5.2.2 Selection of gas
Cutting gas selection
Selecting the proper gas for the material is important for
getting a good quality cut.
Plasma gas is used as cutting gas in plasma cutting
process.
Examples of plasma gas are:
•

Air

•

Nitrogen

•

Oxygen

•

Mixture of argon and hydrogen

Shielding gas
The shielding gas is the secondary gas in plasma cutting Fig 5.2.10 Functions of gas in Plasma Arc cutting
process, used for squeezing the arc and cooling the torch.
Examples of shielding gas are:
•

Air

•

CO2

•

Nitrogen

•

Methane
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Selection of correct gas
Selection of cutting gas depends on cutting speed and required cut quality. Many cutting gases
are utilized in plasma cutting process for improving the quality of cut and cutting speed. Mostly
nitrogen is utilized because it is cheap and utilized on different thicknesses and materials. Mixture
of argon and hydrogen improves cutting speed and cutting quality on thicker metals. Oxygen
can combined with other gases and improves quality of cut quality increasing heat and speed of
cutting speed. It also reduces requirements of power. Compressed air is used in many applications
because it is cheap and gives cuts of good quality on carbon steels and thickness upto 25 mm.
Below given table gives a list of the typical gases used for Plasma arc cutting and applications for
which they are suitable:
System

Hy Definition

MAX200 & HT2000

HT4001

Material
Mild Steel
Stainless Steelup to ¼˝
above ¼˝
above ¼˝*
Mild Steel
Stainless Steel
up to ¼˝
above ½˝
Aluminium
Mild Steel **
Stainless Steel
Aluminium

Plasma Gas
O2
Air
Air

Shield Gas
O2 & N2
Air
Air & Methane

H35 & N2

N2

O2
Air

Air
Air

H35 & N2

N2

Air
O2
N2
N2

Air
H2O
H2O
H2O

Table 5.2.1 List of cutting gases

Tips for selection of gas
•

Stainless steel and aluminium need non-oxidising gases for good quality cutting.

•

Mixture of hydrogen and argon gives high cutting rates.

•

Argon-Hydrogen-Nitrogen mixtures are used in machine cutting.

•

Nitrogen is not suitable for hand cutting due to the formation of poisonous oxides.
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5.2.3 Plasma cutting parameters
Cutting Speeds
Cutting should be high for getting a narrow kerf and a clean cut. Cutting speed range for given
electric power and gas mixture depends on material type and thickness. Kerf width decreases and
bevel angle increases if cutting speed is high. For manual control and complicated machine cuts 1
m/min is a reasonable speed.
Material

Aluminium

Stainless steel

Thickness mm

Current amps

1.5
5
12
25
2
5
12
25

40
50
400
400
50
100
380
500

Cutting spees
mm/mini
1200
1500
3750
1250
1600
2000
1500
625

Gas
A/H2
A/H2
A/H2
A/H2
A/H2
A/H2
A/H2
A/H2

Table 5.2.2 Cutting seeds against different material

Depth of Cut
Power sources for plasma cutting depend on their cutting ability and amperage. For cutting depths
upto 6mm thick material, low amperage power source is adequate. For cutting depths upto 12mm,
high amperage power sources are needed. Smaller power machines also make cut, but cut quality
is poor or can produce high amount of dross or slag. Generally a 6mm machine gives 25 amps of
output, a 12mm machine gives 50-60 amp output while a 18mm to 25mm machine gives 80 amps
output.

Rated Cutting Capacity
Selection of the PAC is based on the type and thickness of the metal to be cut and the speed at
which the metal needs to be cut. The higher the PAC ampere and duty cycle rating, the thicker and
faster it will cut. While there is no standard for PAC cutting speeds in the welding/cutting industry.
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UNIT 5.3: Plasma arc cutting, set-up and operation

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Know about plasma arc cutting setup
2. Know about fundamental process of plasma arc cutting operation

5.3.1 Plasma arc cutting setup
Plasma arc cutting setup requires multiple power sources and control arrangements. It is important
to check that equipments are installed correctly.
Check the equipments before assembling:
1. Follow standardized safety and fire-prevention process.
2. Ensure that earthing leads are joined with bench and power source properly.
3. Ensure that all connections of torch hose assembly are properly done.
4. Ensure that there is no obstruction in gas supply hoses.
5. Ensure that power supply is on.
6. Ensure that gas cylinder valves are not closed.
7. Check that functioning of gas regulators is proper.
8. Ensure that torch set-up is done correctly.
9. Ensure that consumables are clean and correct.
10. Ensure that gas flow is set accurately.
11. Ensure that gas delay and gas purge times are set correctly.
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5.3.1.1 Assembling the equipments

Fig 5.3.1 Plasma cutting setup

Installing the Air Pressure Regulator: For installation, follow the following steps:
Step 1: Fix mounting bracket to the back of the machine by using screws.
Step 2:

Fix air inlet and outlet connectors of air pressure regulator.

Step 3:

Fix air hose to the air pressure regulator air outlet and machine inlet connector. Check
that all connections are fixed tightly.

Step 4:

Fix pressure indicating dial to the regulator main body tightly.

Step 5:

Fix air regulator to the mounting bracket.

Step 6:

Adjust correct air pressure by rotating adjusting screw.

Attaching the Plasma Torch
Step 1:

Connect the plasma torch with the torch connector of machine.

Step 2:

Connect work return lead to the machine.

Step 3:

Connect and switch on the power source.

Step 4:

Set the machine at required amperage.

Step 5:

Wear proper PPE.

Setting up the power source
Step 1:

Fix power supply primary cable to it.

Step 2:

Fix air supply to it.

Step 3:

Fix clamp and work return lead to it.

Step 4:

Begin cutting.
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Fitting the consumables in torch
Step 1:

Fix electrode (1) into the torch head.

Step 2:

Fix gas distributor (2) over electrode.

Step 3:

Fix tip (3) over gas distributor.

Step 4:

Fix shield cup (4) over the parts and tighten it
over torch head.
Fig 5.3.2 Cutting torch consumable

Fitting the torch to the power source
Step 1:

Fix connection of torch on machine. Screw torch connection in firmly but do not over
tighten.

Step 2:

Fix clamp and work return lead to the terminal in power supply.

5.3.1.2 Generic Settings for Plasma Arc Cutting
Mode Switch
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5.3.2 Plasma arc cutting operation
Steps of plasma arc cutting
Step 1:

Securely attach workpiece and work clamp together. For good electrical contact, ensure
that there is no rust or other coating on the joint.

Step 2:

Attach the work clamp close to the section have to cut.

Step 3:

Ensure that, electrode and nozzle are not touching inside a plasma torch. Insert a
swirl ring to keep them separated. Start the power supply of 400 VDC of open circuit
voltage and initiates the
gas preflow through the
torch hose. Connect the
nozzle at positive terminal
and electrode at negative
terminal of the powersource.
Fig 5.3.3 Plasma cutting operation
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Step 4:

After that, high frequency sparks generated which makes the plasma gas ionized and
electrically conductive, which starts flow of current from electrode to nozzle. As a result
pilot arc of plasma starts.

Fig 5.3.4 Plasma cutting operation

Step 5:

Now make contact between pilot arc and work piece, now the current starts flowing from
electrode to work piece. This opens the pilot arc circuit and turns off high frequency.

Fig 5.3.5 Plasma cutting operation

Step 6:

Then set the cutting amperage and change the gas preflow with the optimum plasma gas
for starting material cutting. Use a secondary shielding gas which flows outside of nozzle
through shield cap.
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Fig 5.3.6 Plasma cutting operation

Step 7:

Now shield cap shape and its orifice diameter will force shield gas to narrow the plasma
arc, which results in a cleaner cut and smaller kerf.

Fig 5.3.7 Plasma cutting operation

Fig 5.3.8 Plasma cutting operation
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Exercise
1. What removes molten metal from the cut area?
(a)

Shielding gas

(b)

Plasma jet

(c)

Gravity

(d)

Skilled technician

2. What is the main reason PAC is used on aluminum?
(a)

It uses less energy than oxy-fuel

(b)

It causes little to no oxidation

(c)

It is easier to use

(d)

It results in minimal warping

3. For a plasma cutter to function on metal, what physical condition must?
(a)

It must be grounded

(b)

It must conduct electricity

(c)

It must be fully submerged in water

(d)

It must be preheated

4. What is a disadvantage of plasma cutting?
(a)

Its speed

(b)

Overall weight of the system

(c)

Necessity of having a source of electricity

(d)

Its highly flammable nature

5. What is hafnium used for?
(a)

Shield material

(b)

Grounding clamp

(c)

Electrode tip

(d)

Insulator

6. What is dross?
(a)

Excess plasma formation

(b)

Resolidified molten metal

(c)

Angle on the top of a cut

(d)

Preferred shielding material

7. What is the most likely reason the plasma torch would not cut through the work piece?
(a)

Incorrect angle

(b)

Wrong shielding gas

(c)

Rapid torch speed

(d)

Inexperienced technician

8. Why does plasma cutting cause less workpiece distortion than oxy-fuel?
(a)

No preheating is required

(b)

A smaller torch is used

(c)

A smaller standoff is used

(d)

Plasma is not as hot as oxy-fuel
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UNIT 5.4: Plasma arc cutting techniques

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Know about plasma arc cutting techniques

5.4.1 Edge cutting of a workpiece

Fig 5.4.1 Edge cutting

5.4.2 Piercing technique
Hold the cutting torch at an angle of 45° for piercing the material. When arc is initiated, make the
torch angle 90° and start cutting normally. Piercing of material depends on the machine output
and 50% of power source rated cutting thickness.

Fig 5.4.2 Torch angle for piercing
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Hold the torch the nozzle near (3mm) the workpiece before firing the torch.

Fig 5.4.3 Piercing

5.4.3 Gouging technique
Gouging technique is a distinction of the plasma arc cutting process. Gouging technique requires a
specialized tip of torch for production and reduction of arc.
Gouging technique is utilized for edge preparation like J or
U-grooves or removal of welds discontinuities.
In plasma arc gouging technique, place the torch at an angle
of 30° to 45° from the base metal surface. Depth of gouging Fig 5.4.4 Torch angle for gouging
depends on the angle of torch and travel speed. Don’t remove the too much material in single
pass. Make multiple passes for removing material in gouging.
Steps:
Steps 1: Hold the torch nozzle near (1.5 mm) the workpiece
before firing the torch.

Fig 5.4.5 Gouging
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Steps 2: Fire the torch at 45 degree and starts the pilot arc. Place the arc over work piece.

Steps 3: Maintain a 45° angle, approximately from the
workpiece.

Steps 4: Feed into the gouge.

Fig 5.4.6 Gouging

Notes
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UNIT 5.5: Quality check

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Know about cutting quality check
2. Know about steps for good quality cut

5.5.1 Plasma cutting quality
The quality of plasma arc cutting process is very high, generally more than tungsten arc welding.
Less time and effort is required for cleaning of the part, if the cut make is of good quality. If the part
has to be welded with another part, it requires a clean cut to produce a good weld.

Fig 5.5.1 Cutting defects

Terms for defining a quality cut:
1. Kerf: The kerf is amount of metal removed by the cutting process. All cutting processes
produce a kerf. You must account for the kerf when cutting to specific dimensions or
determining the number of parts that can be cut from a piece. Factors that affect the kerf
size include speed of cutting, setting of amperage, amount of standoff, and the size of the
orifice in the tip.
2. Bevel Angle: When plasma gas is cutting the metal, it makes a swirling motion which makes
the arc energy more at one side of cut than the other. This results a straight shape at one
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side and a bevel angle on other side of cut. Torch travel direction and gas swirl identifies
the straight side and beveled side of the cut.
3. Drag Line: Ripples along the surface of cut are called drag lines. Appearance of drag lines
depends on the travel speed of torch and amperage setting of machine.
4. Top Rounding: It is a slight rounding over of the metal on the top of cut. This is occurred,
because arc is hotter at the top than the bottom of the cut. Material thickness affected it
most.
5. Dross: It is a solid oxidized molten metal which is completely removed from the kerf during
the cutting process. Dross is most common problem in quality of plasma cutting. Dross can
form as a thick accumulated bead along the edges of plate or as a light coating on the top
surface of metal plate.
It is majorly affected by thickness and type, grade, chemical composition, surface condition,
flatness of material and temperature changes during the cut.

5.5.2 Steps for a good quality cut
Steps
Step 1:

Use quality consumable parts. Use quality parts for getting good quality cuts. Use parts
have required tolerances for getting quality cuts. Always start with new set of consumable
for getting quality cuts.

Step 2:

Assemble the torch properly. Ensure that torch parts are aligned and fit together
properly. Store torch parts in a safe container to secure them from rust, dust and any
other contamination.

Step 3:

Set the amperage no higher than necessary. Set the amperage according to the metal
thickness being cut. If amperage is high than consumables life is less.

Step 4:

Square the torch with the part to be cut. Visually check the squareness of torch before
starting cut. If torch is not aligned perpendicular with the part, then cut can form beveled
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edges in its place of straight edge.
Step 5:

Verify the direction of travel. Depending on the manufacturer and the direction of the air
flow, the square side of the cut may be the right-hand side of the direction of travel. For
verifying the location of square edge, do a test cut.

Step 6:

Adjust the travel speed. When doing the test cut, check the travel speed which can
provide dross free cut or cut of minimum dross. Increasing travel speed will also insure
that you do not have a negative bevel angle.

Notes
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UNIT 5.6: Safety practices during plasma arc cutting

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Know about safety precautions during plasma arc cutting

5.6.1 Safety precautions during plasma arc cutting
The safety precautions to be observed for Plasma Arc cutting are similar for other thermal processes
with following clarifications:
Fire Prevention
•

Ensure that workarea is secure before starting the cutting. Always work near a fire
extinguisher.

•

Take out all combustible materials away from the cutting area.

•

Allow the hot metal to cool down before handling and keep it away from combustible
materials.

•

Never cut containers carrying combustible materials. Empty and clean them properly
before cutting.

•

Proper ventilation is required in cutting area.

•

Exhaust ventilation is required, if oxygen is utilizing as plasma gas.

Explosion Prevention
•

If volatile dust or vapours are available, don’t use plasma arc cutting system.

•

Don’t use plasma arc method for cutting of pressurised pipes, cylinders or any closed
container.

•

Don’t use this method for cutting of combustible material.

Hydrogen Detonation with Aluminium Cutting
•

If doing underwater cutting of aluminium, free hydrogen gas can gather under the
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workpiece and blow up during plasma cutting.
•

Install an airing manifold on the water table to remove the risk of hydrogen explosion.

Electric Shock Can Kill
•

Doesn’t touch live electrical wires; it can cause an electric shock or severe burn.

•

Never touch the torch body and workpiece when working underwater during the plasma
operation.

Electric Shock Prevention
Plasma systems utilize high voltage nearly about 200 to 400 VDC for cutting. Take the following
safety measures when working with plasma systems:
•

Always wear insulated gloves and boots. Don’t stand or touch any wet surface when
working on plasma system.

•

Use dry insulating mats or covers to prevent any physical contact with work or ground.

•

Use a disconnect switch with the power supply. During an emergency situation, switch can
be turn off to disconnect the power supply.

•

Ensure that water table is correctly grounded.

•

Check power cord for any damage or cracks. Replace the power cord if found any damage.

•

Check torch leads for any damage. Replace if found any damage

•

Always clean the torch parts.

•

Never avoid safety interlocks.

•

Never work on plasma system if power supply covers are exposed.

Toxic Fumes Produced by Plasma Cutting
•

During cutting process, toxic fumes and gases produced which can cause serious injuries or
death.

•

Proper ventilation is required in cutting area.

•

Where degreasing, cleaning or spraying operations are happening, don’t do the cutting
work there.

•

Do not cut toxic materials like zinc (galvanised), lead, cadmium or beryllium, unless the area
is properly ventilated. During the cutting of these material toxic fumes can be generated.
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Plasma Arc Can Cause Injury and Burns
•

When torch is switched on, plasma arc comes out immediately. Always wear gloves to
avoid any injury.

•

Keep your face away from tip of torch.

•

Don’t hold the metal near the cutting path.

•

Never point the torch towards others or yourself.

Eye Protection
•

During plasma arc process intense ultraviolet and infrared rays can produce, which can
burn skin and eyes.

•

Always wear eye protection with appropriate lens shading for eyes protection.

Compressed Gas Equipment Safety
•

Don’t use grease or oil for lubrication of cylinder valves or regulators.

•

Utilize correct type of gas cylinders, regulators, hoses and fittings.

•

Maintain all gas equipments and connected parts in good order.

•

Always label all gas hoses for identification of gas type in each hose.

Notes
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Exercise
1. In the transferred arc mode where is the arc struck?
(a)

Between the tip and the nozzle

(b) Between the electrode and the shield

(c)

Between the electrode and the workpiece

(d) Between the tip and the workpiece

2. How do you avoid unnecessary heating of the constricting tip during cutting operations?
(a)

Open the pilot arc relay

(b) Increase the output gas pressure

(c)

Decrease the output current

(d) All of the above

3. What type of kerf is produced by a plasma torch?
(a)

Heavy dross

(b) Double bevel

(c)

Bevel and straight

(d) Double straight

4. What component does an inverter power supply use to adjust the frequency of incoming AC?
(a)

Transformer

(b) Capacitor

(c)

Diode

(d) Microprocessor

5. What is the purpose of a swirl ring in a PAC torch?
(a)

Conduct electricity

(b) Focus the plasma arc

(c)

Spin the compressed air

(d) Control the temperature

6. What enables current to flow across the air gap between the tip and electrode?
(a)

Spark

(b) Gas pressure

(c)

Heat transfer

(d) Contact with the workpiece

7. What is the PAC current selection based on?
(a)

Ambient temperature

(b) Type of electrode

(c)

Thickness of the workpiece

(d) PAC manufacturer
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Key Learning Outcomes
At the end of this module, you will be able to:
1. Know about oxy-fuel gas cutting process
2. Know about different parameters of oxy-fuel gas cutting
3. Know about equipments used in oxy-fuel gas cutting
4. Know about setup and operation of gas cutting welding
5. Know about oxy-fuel gas cutting techniques
6. Know about cutting quality check
7. Know about safety precautions during gas cutting
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UNIT 6.1: Oxy-fuel Gas Cutting

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Know about oxy-fuel gas cutting
2. Know about fundamental process of oxy-fuel gas cutting

6.1.1 Oxy-fuel gas cutting
Oxy-fuel cutting is a cutting process which utilizes fuel gasses and oxygen for welding and cutting
metals. This process utilizes heat from an oxy-fuel gas fire and increases metal temperature to its
kindling temperature prior to a flow of high-pressure oxygen onto the metal, which causes the cut
in the metal.
The temperature at which quick oxidation (burning) of material starts; is known as kindling
temperature of that material. Steel has the kindling temperature in pure oxygen is 870 °C to 900
°C. Oxy-fuel gas cutting is generally executed with oxygen and acetylene gas.
People more often utilize the oxy-fuel cutting torch than whatever other welding process. Most
specialists are aware of how to light the torch and create a cut; however their cuts are extremely
low standards. Frequently, notwithstanding making terrible cuts, they utilize risky light methods. A
decent oxy-fuel cut ought to be straight and square, as well as ought to require next to zero postcut clean up. Very expensive post-cut clean up brings about additional cost, which is a cost that
can’t be acceptable.
Manual, motorized, and programmed oxy-fuel gas cutting procedures are utilized as a part of
industry. Manual cutting, controlled by hand is usually applied in small run production industries,
and in addition in destruction and scrapping operations. Motorized or programmed cutting is
broadly utilized as a part fabrication work where a substantial amount of indistinguishable cuts are
done again and again or where exceptionally exact cuts are needed.
Different oxy-fuel cutting operators are available in workshop, having knowledge of fire cutting,
bevelling, gouging, scarfing and the operation of a computerized cutting machine. Notwithstanding
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these cutting employments, a few welders perform their job by taking apart scrap metal, for
example, scrap automobiles or construction destruction.
Uses/Applications of Oxy-Fuel Gas Cutting:
i)

To prepare edges of plates for bevel and groove weld joint designs.

ii) To cut small sized work pieces from bigger plates for further processing.
iii) To cut rivets, gates and risers from castings.
iv) To cut many layers of thin sheets at the same time (stack cutting) to reduce both time and
cost for production work.
v) To pierce holes and slots in steel plates.
vi) For salvage work
Advantages
i)

Shapes and sizes difficult to be machined by mechanical methods can be easily cut by
flame cutting.

ii) The process is faster than mechanical cutting methods.
iii) The cost of flame cutting is low as compared to that on a machine tool, i.e. mechanical
cutting machine.
iv) Flame cutting equipment being portable also, can be used for the field work.
v) Multi-torch machines can cut a number of pieces simultaneously.
Disadvantages
i)

Flame cutting is limited to the cutting of steels and cast iron.

ii) As compared to mechanical cutting, the dimensional tolerances are poor.
iii) The place of cutting needs adequate ventilation and proper fume control.
iv) The excluded red burning slag and other particles creates fire and burn hazard for plant
and workers.

6.1.2 Oxy-fuel cutting fundamental process
The cutting technique is a blend of fuel gas and oxygen and it is utilized do the preheating of the
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metal to reach its ‘ignition’ temperature like steel has ingniton temperature of 700°C - 900°C
(bright red heat) which is below its melting point. Direct a stream of unpolluted oxygen onto the
preheated part for initiating a exothermic chemical reaction between metal and oxygen to produce
slag and iron oxide. Stream of oxygen then blows away the slag and penetrate the material and
make the cut in the material.
The four fundamental prerequisites for oxy-fuel cutting
are:
•

Metal can melt or run away prior to cutting, if the
ignition temperature is not less than the melting
temperature of metal.

•

The melting point of oxide should be less in
comparison to the encompassing material so that
it can easily driven by oxygen surge.

•

Fig 6.1.1 Oxyfuel cutting process

To keep up the ignition temperature, the oxidation reaction between metal and oxygen jet
is sufficient.

•

A least of vaporous response items ought to be delivered to make sure not to dilute the
cutting oxygen.

6.1.3 Metals cut by oxy-fuel process
Iron-based alloys are generally cut by oxy-fuel gas cutting. Low carbon steels (up to 0.3% carbon)
can be easily cut by this process. Any metal that needs heating prior to welding, for example, high
alloy carbon steels should be heated prior to cutting. Cast iron, high nickel steels and stainless
steel are hard to cut by this process. Most non-ferrous metals, for example aluminium and copper
cannot be cut by oxy-fuel cutting. A couple of reactive non-ferrous metals, for example, titanium
and magnesium, can be incised.
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UNIT 6.2: Oxy-fuel gas cutting equipments, gases and torch

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Know about oxy-fuel gas cutting equipments
2. Know about how to select gas for oxy-fuel gas cutting
3. Know about cutting torch used

6.2.1 Oxy-fuel gas cutting equipments
Equipment’s require for gas cutting procedure are – Gas cylinders, Cutting torch, Hoses, Pressure
Gauges, Check valve, Non return valve.

Fig 6.2.1 Oxyfuel setup process

1. Gas Cylinders:
•

Oxygen Cylinder: Oxygen gas is stored inside the cylinders having
different pressure (2000-2640 PSI) and capacity. The standard
thickness of the cylinder parts should not be less than 1/4”.
Cylinder are frequently artificially cleaned and tempered to soothe
stresses made by taking care of. Oxygen cylinder join a thin metal Fig 6.2.2 Gas cylinder
“pressure safety disk” made out of using stainless steel and are intended to break the
preceding the Cylinder getting to be noticeably harmed by pressure. The barrel valve ought
to dependably be taken care of carefully.

•

Fuel gas may be stored in cylinders: specially planned for this design best. Cylinders need
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aid loaded with a porous substance “monolithic filler” will assistance keep
vast pockets for immaculate acetylene structure framing.
2. Regulators: Reduce high capacity cylinder pressure to bring down attempting
pressure. The majority Regulator need a gage for cylinder pressure as well as
attempting pressure. Regulator needs to be close off when changing screw is
turning out totally. Regulator support and steady torch pressure In spite of barrel
weight might fluctuate. Regulator diaphragms are made of stainless steell

Fig 6.2.3 Fuel
Gas cylinder

• functioning force of oxygen 1 kg/cm2
• functioning force of acetylene 0.15 kg/cm2
• Functioning force vary relies on the thickness of the work pieces
welded.
3. Regulator hoses: Hoses are made out of rubber. Oxygen hoses have shade

Fig 6.2.4 Regulator

green Furthermore contain right hand string. Acetylene hoses have shade
red for left hand string.
4. Flashback Arrestors: Flame traps (also called flashback arresters) must
be fitted into both oxygen and acetylene gas lines to prevent a
flashback flame from reaching the regulators. Non-return spring- Fig 6.2.5 Regulator hoses
loaded valves can be fitted in the hoses to detect/stop
reverse gas flow. Thus, the valves can be used to prevent
conditions leading to flashback, but should always be used
in conjunction with flashback arresters.

Fig 6.2.6 Flashback arrestors

A flashback is where the fire consumes into torch body, joined with a shrieking noise. This
would happen while fire rapidity surpasses gas run speed also fire would go in reverse all the
way throughout the blending chamber into the hoses. The resons are:
Wrong gas force provnd very less gas flow, hose leaks, loose-fitting links,
or welder strategies which exasperate gas stream.
5. Fuel gas valves: Fuel gas cylinder stopped valves must just be open 1/4 to 1/2
turn, which enables barrel to shut rapidly if there should be an occurrence
of flame. Chamber valve wrenches ought to be left set up on cylinders that
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don’t have a hand wheel.Cylinder valve wrenches should be left in place on cylinders that do not
have a hand wheel.

6.2.2 Selection of fuel gas
Fuel gas combustion occurs in two distinct zones.
1. Inner zone
2. Outer zone
The inner zone (Primary combustion Zone) is the hottest piece of the fire. The welding ought to
be performed so as the purpose of the inner zone ought to be just above the joint edges. In this
zone the fuel gas reacts with oxygen to produce hydrogen and carbon monoxide, equation of this
chemical reaction is:2C2H2 + 2O2 → 4CO + 2H2

Fig 6.2.8 Primary zone

The outer zone (secondary combustion zone) envelope performs two functions1. Preheats the joint edges
2. Prevents oxidation by utilizing a portion of the encompassing oxygen from weld pool for
combustion and radiates carbon dioxide and water vapor.
4CO+2H2 +3O2 → 4CO2 +2H2O

Fig 6.2.9 Secondary zone

Fuel gases are described as:
•

Flame temperature - tip of inner cone is the hottest part of the flame

•

Fuel gas to oxygen proportion – It is the fuel gas amount necessary for ignition however
this will differ on the basis of neutral and oxidizing nature of flame.
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heat of combustion - heat of combustion is greater in the external portion of the flame
Usually utilized fuel gases for this process are: propane, acetylene, propylene,MAPP
(methylacetylene-propadiene) and natural gas. Table given below is showing the properties of all
gases.

Fuel gas

Flame (Celsius °)

Acetylene
MAPP®
Natural gas
Propane
Propylene
Hydrogen

3087
2927
2538
2526
2867
2660

Oxygen to fuel Heat distribution (kj/m3)
has ratio (Vol.)
Primary
Secondary
1.2:1
18,890
35,882
3.3:1
15,445
56,431
1.8:1
1,490
35,770
4.3:1
10,433
85,325
3.7:1
16,000
72,000
0.42:1
-

Table 6.2.1 Fuel gases properties

For Oxy-fuel gas cutting, we mostly use oxygen and acetylene gas together. MAPP gas is more and
more being utilized nowadays, and acetylene’s in a few places in the country

6.2.3 Types of flame
Three essential types of oxy-gas flames. being utilized in oxy fuel-gas welding and cutting operation:
1.

Neutral flame: Blue envelope of flame surrounded
by bright whitish cone is called Neutral flame. Its
temperature is around 3200°C. It is utilized for
welding aluminum, steel, copper and cast iron.

2. Oxidizing flame: Once we have additional oxygen
to our existing, the cone winds up more darker and
extra pointed, whereas the envelope ends up short
and fiercer known as Oxidizing fire. Its temperature
is around 3400°C. It is utilized for welding and
brazing purposes.
3. Carburizing, or reducing flame:One the Oxygen is
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switched on, flame promptly transforms itself into a long white inner area encompassed by a
see-through blue envelope known as Carburizing fire. Its temperature is around 3000°C

6.2.4 Cutting torch
The oxyacetylene hand torch is the widely recognized kind of torch utilized in industries. The hand
torch, as it is frequently known, might be either a set of cutting and welding torch or a cutting torch
only.
The oxy-acetylene torch has following parts:
•

torch body (or handle)

•

two distinct gas tubes (in the course of the handle linked with the hoses)

•

distinct control valves

•

mixer chamber

•

flame tube

•

welding tip

oxygen gas is blended with the fuel gas. Both

Fig 6.2.11 Oxy-fuel cutting torch

the gases have to blend completely before
making the flame and leaving the torch tip.

There are basically two techniques which are

Fig 6.2.12 Oxy-fuel cutting torch attachment

brought into play to blend the gases. First
process makes use of a mixing chamber, and
the second technique is use of an injector
chamber.

Fig 6.2.13 Mixing chamber located at the tip
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Fig 6.2.14 Injector mixing torch

The mixing chamber might be situated in the tip or body of orch. Equivalent pressure torches are
the torch that utilizes a mixing chamber because the gases needs to go into chamber having similar
pressure. Gas outlet and inlet points are smaller than mixing chamber.
Injector torches needs low pressure of fuel gas for working. The injector pulls out the fuel gas by
enabling the oxygen since there is a possibility of fuel gas pressure is lower than 26 g/cm². If fuel
gas supply is done by low pressure natural gas or low pressure acetylene generator then an injector
type torch must be utilized.
Support the cutting tip at right angle to torch body by using cutting head. Torches with angled
tip are easier to utilize when cutting level plate, angle iron, I-beams or other irregular material
shapes. Both sorts of torches can be utilized for
getting accurate and square shape cut.
The area of the cutting lever might change starting
with one torch then onto the next. The torch body
of the most cutting levers turn from front or back
end.
Fig 6.2.15 Cutting levers

The machine cutting torch might need two oxygen controllers, one for the pre-heat oxygen and
the other for stream of cutting oxygen.The expansion of
a different cutting oxygen supply enables the flame to
be all extra precisely regulated.It additionally enables
the pressures to be regulated during the cut without
troubling alternate parts of the flame.
Fig 6.2.16 Machine cutting torch
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Copper alloys are generally used for manufacturing of tips, chrome is also utilized for manufcaturing
of some tips. Chrome plating keeps spatter away from the
tip.For high cutting pressure of oxygen, high speed cutting
tips are designed. These tips enable the torch to move
quicker. High speed tips are additionally accessible for
various sorts of fuel gases.
Finding the effectively estimated tip for a process can be
confusing, particularly on the off chance that you are utilizing Fig 6.2.17 Cutting Tip
the cutting unit interestingly. For simpler selection to select a tip, utilize a typical arrangement of
tip cleaners which makes it easier to locate the measure of the inside cutting hole.
For cutting purposes there is huge range of tip sizes. Each tip, obviously, each tip comes in different
shapes. To join the cutting tip with the torch head we use diverse. A few tips tighten and which are
left have a press on fit
There are few reasons dure to which unique cutting tips comes in a range of shapes. Cutting tips
comes in diverse shapes and quantities of pre-heat holes:t
(A) 25 mm long cutting tip;
(B) Water cooled tip;
(C) Two piece cutting tip;
(D)Sheet metal cutting tip
For a particular cutting work the worker should always chose the right sort and shape of the cutting
tip. For tip shape and sort always check the maker’s
manual suggestion. Ensure the tip is made for the kind
of fuel gas being utilized. Before using the tip user must
check it first. On the off chance that the tip is stopped up
or grimy, dirt frees the tip. Ensure that there is no harm
for the threads.
Fuel gas amount required for cutting can be determined

Fig 6.2.18 Tip Type

by the material shape, thickness and exterior surface. Those materials require more pre-heat flame
are thick and round in shape, or have surfaces secured with rust, and pain.
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Different cutting tips are accessible for all the significant sorts of fuel gases. The accompanying
table records the fuel gas and scope of pre-heat holes or tip holes utilized with all gases.
Fuel gas
Acetylene
MAPP®
Propane and natural gas

Number of pre-heat holes
One to six
Eight up to two-piece tip
Two-piece tip

Table 6.2.2 Range of pre-heat holes for fuel gas

By turning on the oxygen valve and shower the tip with a leak-detecting solution we can check the
collected torch tip for a decent seal.
In the event that the cutting tip seat or the torch head seat is
harmed, it could be fixed by utilizing a reamer intended for the
particular heat tip and head, or it could be send to fix. Fresh
fibre packing is accessible for tips with packing. The first break
examination analysis ought to be rehashed to ensure that the
fresh seal is good.
Cutting nozzle

Fig 6.2.19 Tapping a cutting tip

The cutting torch nozzles are so designed that they have a central port around which is either an
annulus or several smaller ports. The smaller ports are circular holes in the case of acetylene
cutting nozzles, and take the form of annular slots for propane. Through the smaller ports is fed the
fuel gas mixed with the correct proportion of oxygen for the purpose of pre-heating the metal. The
central port of orifice through which the main jet of oxygen is released will vary in diameter
according to the size of the cutting nozzle required. The orifice diameter is increased as the
thickness of the plate to be cut is increased – in general, a particular size of nozzle is used to cut a
small range of thicknesses.

Fig 6.2.20 Cutting nozzles
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Typical cutting nozzle design feature:
(i) One-piece cutting nozzle of acetylene has no skirt, 3-9 pre-heat holes, parallel bore.
(ii) Two-piece cutting nozzle of acetylene has no skirt, pre-heat annulus, venturi bore.
(iii) Two-piece nozzle of natural gas has no skirt, pre-heat flutes, venturi bore.
(iv) Two-piece nozzle of propane has long skirt, pre-heat slots, parallel bore.
(v) Two-piece nozzle of propane has long skirt, pre-heat slots, parallel bore, and oxygen
curtain.
Nozzle Cleaning
Holes must only be cleaned with a special nozzle cleaner of
correct size. Hold at right angles to the nozzle end.
If end of nozzle is damaged rub with a
piece of fine emery paper laid on a piece

Fig 6.2.21 Nozzle cleaning

of glass. Hold nozzle at right angles to
glass so that edges of holes are made
sharp and square.
Clean dirty nozzles by immersion in
a solution containing nozzle cleaning

Fig 6.2.22 Nozzle cleaning

compound.
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Exercise
1. During oxyacetylene flame cutting, the metal is cut due to
(a) Molecular transfer

(b) Evaporation of metal

(c) Burning of metal

(d) Intensive oxidation

2. Which of the listed methods is applicable to the oxidation of steel?
(a)

Mechanical

(b)

(c) Chemical

Injection

(d) Sparking

3. Flame cutting uses which gas mixture?
(a) oxygen - hydrogen

(b) oxygen - acetylene

(c) oxygen – carbon dioxide

(d) oxygen – argon

4. What torch component is made of high temperature plastic?
(a) Tip

(b) Electrode

(c) Swirl ring

(d) Retaining cup

5. What type of shield is used for extended cutting applications?
(a) Drag

(b) Deflector

(c) Directional

(d) Dimensional

6. What does a kerf refer to on the workpiece?
(a) Molten material left on the bottom of the workpiece
(b) Amount of material removed by the cutting process
(c) Direction of travel of the gas swirl
(d) Bevel angle on the edge of the cut

Notes
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UNIT 6.3: Oxy-fuel cutting, set-up and operation

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Discuss about oxy-fuel gas cutting process setup
2. Perform oxy-fuel gas cutting operation

6.3.1 Cutting process
While cutting, it becomes critical to the welder to stay stable keeping in mind the end goal to make
the cut as smooth as could reasonably be expected. A welder should be relax and allowed to move
the torch alongside the line to be cutting off. A smart thought
for a welder is to find place and perform the process a couple
of times before lighting the torch.
Even if the welder and the torch are supported appropriately, a
small development, for example, a pulse, may result in minor
ripple in the cut. Attempt to cut with no incline toward the
work, to prepare you, is exhausting and result in mistakes.
Preheating: To pre-heat the metal by flame, keep the torch
at little forward angle and maintain a portion of the reflected
flame to heat off the tip. This clears the dirt and oxides from
the cut and stops the slag from blown back and maintain the
cleanliness of torch tip for longer duration. The forward angle
is utilized just for a straight line square cut. In the event that
figures are cut utilizing a minor edge, the piece would have an
angled side.
While cutting, keep the distance between inner cones of flame
and surface of plate is 3 mm to 10 mm and this distance is Fig 6.3.1 Pre-heating
called coupling distance.
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While cutting the edge of a plate, torch must be held at a correct edge towards the surface or
pointed somewhat far from the edge. To make the cut at the very edge, the torch should likewise
be pointed. The rim of the plate heat up more rapidly and enables the sliced to be begun sooner.
When started the cut, rotate back the torch towards the surface at right angle.
Piercing: When starting the cut in a position apart from the edge of plate, hold the inner cones
nearest to the metal. When an internal cone comes in contact then metal accelerates the pre-heat
duration. Start the cut when metal is hot enough, depress the cutting lever slightly and raise the
cutting torch. When the piercing of metal completes; lower down the cutting torch. Tip of the torch
can kept cleaner and sparks blown in air generates less if you raise the torch away from the metal.

Fig 6.3.2 Piercing

Starts and stops can be made more easily and better if one side of the metal being cut is scrap.
When it is necessary to stop and reposition oneself before continuing the cut, the cut should
be turned out, a short distance, into Cut the scrap from one side to improve the start and stop
condition. The additional room that these methodologies permits an easier and less possibility
that slag will obstruct the cut. On the off chance that none part of the slice is to be scrap, the
further development ought to be stopped up for a minute prior letting go the cutting lever. To
restart, utilize a similar method for beginning a cut on the rim of the plate.
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Fig 6.3.4 Drag

Fig 6.3.3 Positing of torch

8.3.1.1
6.3.1.1 Layout
Use chalk line for drawing the line on metal to be cut. A scribe or a punch should be utilized for
acquiring an exact line. When a bit of soapstone is utilized, it
ought to be sharpening appropriately for building exactness.
For huge purposes a chalk line is appropriate. Both scribe and
punch can be utilized to format an exact line, yet while cutting
we can see the punched line. A punch could be hold with an
angle simply over the metal surface. Hammer can leave a mark,
if used for marking on metal.
Fig 6.3.5 Layouting

6.3.1.2 Selection of correct tip and pressure setting
Every manufacturer has own numbering system for identifying the required tip size. It is difficult to
recall all frameworks. Every hardware maker, in any case, relates the tip number to the numbered
drill measure utilises for the holes. At the backside of most tip cleaning sets, the comparable drill
size of each tip cleaner is mentioned. You can easily identify the tip size if you have knowledge of
tip cleaner and metal thickness.
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6.3.1.3 The chemistry of the cut
When metal is pre-heated to a temperature over its kindling point, then fast oxidization or burning
happens due to flow of high pressure oxygen on it. The procedure works effortlessly on all metals
which can be quickly oxidize, for example, press, low carbon steel, magnesium, titanium and zinc.
The procedure is frequently utilises to cut iron and low carbon steels, on the grounds that not at
all like the vast majority of the metals, next to zero oxides are left on the metal, and it can without
much of a stretch be welded.

6.3.1.4 Physics of the cut
Make the records, while doing the cut on the metal. These records inform that right or incorrect
with the cutting velocity, pre-heat flame and oxygen weight.
1. Pre-heat: The dimension and amount of pre-heat holes in a tip affects base and top of metal
sheet. Top edge of the metal plate can be melted and become round in shape if pre-heat flame
is in excess amount. Because of this, large amount of slag deposited on the plate which is
difficult to remove from the plate. When the flame is very little then the travel speed must be
slower. A decrease in rate might bring about the cutting stream enlarging from all the sides. The
torch tip might be lift up marginally to wipe out a portion of the harm caused by an excessive
amount of pre-heat. Cutting stream of oxygen is less perfect and powerful if you raise the torch
tip during the work.
2. Speed: Cutting speed should be enough to make the drag lines at 900 angle to the plate. If
speed is too fast, then cut can be incomplete because flame has not pass through the plate
completely. If speed is too slow, then cutting stream wandering around the plate and in this
way results in gouges at the side of the cut.
3. Pressure: A right pressure setting brings about the cutting edge being level and even. If setting
of pressure is too high, this makes the cutting flow grow while leaving the tip, bringing about
the edges of the kerfs being somewhat in curved shape. At the point when the setting of
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pressure is very less, the cut might not totally pass through the metal.

Fig 6.3.6 Physics of cut
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6.3.2 Setting-up cutting torch
Steps for setting-up torch
Step 1:

Hook up the gauges to the suitable tanks: Generally, the oxygen hoses and tanks are
green in color and for acetylene color is red. Fittings
of both the tanks are made of brass, so can damage
very easily. Use wrench to fix the fittings properly.

Step 2:

Turn off the acetylene gas regulator by moving ‘Tee’

Fig 6.3.7 Oxygen tank

handle. Never permit acetylene gas pressure to surpass 15 PSI. Acetylene can become
unstabel at high pressure and can sxplode too. To ensure the gas is been directed towards
right force, do the following:
•

Turn on the acetylene gas tank and regulator
valve.

•

Unlock the gas valve of the cutting torch lever
and listen to gas getting away to vent the
environment from the acetylene hose. Make
sure that gas regulator is set a correct pressure. Fig 6.3.8 Regulator

•

Step 3:

Turn off torch acetylene valve.

Turn the oxygen regulator pressure off and after that regulates the oxygen pressure.
Move regulator gauge and turn off pressure. Then
adjust the pressure by following these steps:
•

Open main oxygen tank valve.

•

Release regulator valve and set the pressure
between of 25 to 40 PSI.

Fig 6.3.9 Regulator valves

•

Release the torch oxygen valve and release the gas out of hose.

•

Lock the forward valve.
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6.3.3 Oxy-fuel cutting operation
Steps for using the cutting torch
Step 1:

The welder should wear his gloves and goggles prior
to lighting the torch. The welder should check his
range once again for flammable material and you
must be set to work.

Step 2:

Fig 6.3.10 Lighting torch

Light the torch. Permit the oxygen gas to stay in
mixing chamber to cleanse for a couple of moments
by opening the acetylene valve once more. Hold the
torch tip in front of lighter and then press the handle
for lighting the torch. A little yellow flame appears at

Fig 6.3.11 Adjusting fuel gas valve

the tip and flashes from lighter set fire to the acetylene.
Step 3:

Regulate the acetylene valve till yellow flame size
become around 10 inches (25.4 cm) long.

Step 4:

Slowly rotate the forward oxygen valve. If supply of
oxygen is enough to combust the acetylene, then the
color of flame changes from yellow to blue. Raise Fig 6.3.12 Torch inner flame
oxygen input till that blue flame starts shrinking back
towards tip.

Step 5:

Open the oxygen valve for expanding the flame
measure over the steel has to cut. If blue flame is
inconsistent due to extra oxygen, then regulate and Fig 6.3.13 Bring inner flame to the
reduce the oxygen supply until the flame become

surface of work piece

conical in shape and stable
Step 6:

Bring near the tip of the internal flame towars the
surface. Heat the metal sheet through the flame
unless a liquid pool of metal forms. This will take
around 45 seconds for 1/4-inch plate steel at room
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temperature. Maintain the flame tip consistent and at a distance of 3/8 inch from the
metal’s surface to heat up a single point.
Step 7:

Slowly push down the handle of cutting valve for
releasing stream of oxygen, which in turn sets fire to
molten metal. In the event that a rough response in
a split second begins, the steel has lighted, and you
can step by step increment pressure until the point Fig 6.3.15 Work piece cutting
when the stream is cutting totally through the metal. On the off chance that no response
happens, the metal is not sufficiently hot to touch off, so you can give the oxygen a
chance to deal with discharge and keep on allowing the fire to heat the metal more.

Step 8:

Start stirring the torch gradually along with the line
of the cut when the stream is cutting the steel all
the way. Cut the metal slowly because melted slag
extinguished the back or base of cut.

Step 9:

Continue cutting until the sheet has been cut in two
parts. Make sure that slag has not fall down on the Fig 6.3.16 Finishing cut
foot.

Step 10: Allow the metal to cool naturally or use water for
cooling. If you put superheated bit of steel into
a bucket or icy water then a blow off steam can
generate.
•

This is just for mild steel, as water cooling would
influence extinguish and temper-sort steels.

Fig 6.3.17 Cooling work piece

Step 11: Clean the slag from the cut. Grind the cut smoother if more exact fit is preferred.
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Exercise
1. What are drag lines on the surface of the cut?
(a) Ripples along the surface of the cut

(b) Scratches left by the torch tip

(c) Gouges left by the grounding strap

(d) Measurement marks

2. What causes top edge rounding on a cut edge?
(a) Torch is too close to the workpiece
(b) Torch is too far away from the workpiece
(c) The arc is hotter at the top of the cut
(d) The arc is cooler at the top of the cut
3. What occurs to the workpiece when the cutting speed is too slow?
(a) Kerf gets sharper edge

(b) Less dross is formed

(c) Kerf gets wider

(d) Oxidation increases

4. The acetylene cylinder valve should be opened __________ when gas welding.
(a) all the way

(b) one-fourth turn

(c) three fourths of a turn

(d) slightly

5. The acetylene cylinder valve wrench should be left in position to __________.
(a) close the valve promptly if the need arises
(b) prevent it from being lost
(c) prevent leakage
(d) make closing the cylinder valve easier
6. Full oxygen cylinders should be stored _________.
(a) in a dry place

(b) in a cool place

(c) separate from the fuel gas cylinders

(d) with the empty oxygen cylinders
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UNIT 6.4: Oxy-fuel gas cutting techniques

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Know about oxy-fuel gas cutting techniques

6.4.1 Plate cutting
Low carbon steel plate can be cut rapidly and precisely, regardless the sheet of thickness more
than 1.2 m is utilized. The precision on machine cuts is around + or – 0.046 mm.
Properly cut plates can be welded and assembled without cleaning after completion of work. Cuts
of poor quality need time to clean up and necessary regulations to make a decent weld.

6.4.1.1 Cutting table
During cutting process, workpiece needs to be supported properly on table, so that flame cuts the
workpiece properly and completely. Special cutting tables are available for gas cutting, they expose
the limited area of metal in front of flame for proper cutting. Few tables are made of parallel steel
bars and cast iron pyramids. To make sure that the flame and oxygen stream keeps running all
cutting ought to be set up properly among the support bars or above the rim of the board.

6.4.1.2 Torch guides
In this, for an improved control during cutting, torch guides or supports are utilized. It acquire an
extremely talented worker to create a clean cut in a straight line notwithstanding while trail a
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marked line. It is considerably harder to create a radius cut in any precision. Aides and backings
permit the length and angle of the torch head to stay steady. The rate of the cut, which is vital to
create a spotless, still kerfs’, ought to be controlled by the worker.

Fig 6.4.1 Angle iron as a guide

While the torch should be hold in a correct pose while cutting any exact cut, the worker ordinarily
strengthen the torch power manually. Sustaining the torch load
along these lines considers more exact work as well as
eliminates weaknes.
Different sorts of aides be able to be utilized to direct the torch
in a straight row. The shape above demonstrates one sort of
guide utilizing angle iron. The edge of the angle is taken after
to provide the cut in a straight line. Bevel cuts can be made
freehand with the torch, however it is extremely hard to keep Fig 6.4.2 Circle cutting attachments
them uniform. additional exact bevel cuts are finished by leaning the torch next to the angle side
of an angle press.
Exceptional roller guide can likewise be joined with the torch head. Then further grasps the torch
cutting tip at a correct altitude
While cutting circles, a circle cutting connection is utilized. The radius could be set to some essential
distance. The cutter rotates just about the mid-point while creating the cut. The roller manages the
torch tip stature over the plate surface.
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6.4.2 Cutting mild-carbon steel
Adjust preheat flame to neutral for cutting of mild-carbon steel. Hold the cutting torch at 900 angle
from the surface and keep the preheat flames atleast 1/16 inch above the cutting line. Grab the
torch over this spot till that it becomes bright red in color. Now press the cutting lever and open
slowly and steadily oxygen cutting valve.
.

Fig 6.4.3 Position of torch tip for starting a cut.

When flame starts penetration of metal, sparks starts falling and this shows the cutting starts
accurately. Move cutting torch forward along the cutting line with a steady speed to cut the metal
completely. If cutting process is proper, cut is narrow and clean.
Move the start slowly when beginning the cut. Adjust the torch position if required. Don’t move
the torch too slow or too fast, make it at steady rate. If speed is too slow, then flame melts the
metal and instead of cutting, metal welds again. But if speed is too fast, then penetration does not
happen completely.
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6.4.3 Cutting thick steel
For cutting steel of thickness more than 1/8 inch, hold the torch tip in vertical position. Start the
cutting from the plate edges and move the hand right to left (assuming right handed operator, for
left hander direction is opposite) .

Fig 6.4.4 Progress of a cut in thick steel.

A. preheat flames 1/16 to 1/8 inch away from the surface of metal. Keep the torch over the
spot till that metal heats and becomes cherry red in color.
B. For fast oxidation moves the torch slowly, even if partial cutting is doing.
C. If cutting whole thickness; the kerf bottom falls behind the top edge marginally.
After heating of edges of sheet press the cutting level and open the stream of oxygen. Avoid
uneven movement of torch, keep it in steady rate. Uneven movement can cause uneven cuts and
early stop of cutting process.

6.4.4 Cutting cast iron
Cutting cast iron is harder the steel. In cast iron, oxides of cast iron require higher temperature for
melting than cast iron. To avoid stress fractures, preheat the entire casting before starting the cut.
Don’t heat the casting at too high temperature, because sheet surface will get oxidize and cutting
become more troublesome. A preheat temperature of around 500°F is usually acceptable.
To avoid oxides on the surface and for better preheat, regulate preheat flame to carburizing flame
during the cutting of cast iron.
.Move the torch in semi-circle shape along the cutting line. When metal melts, start the cutting
oxygen stream to blow out the molten metal from the kerf. Perform the action repeatedly tiil the
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cut is complete.

Fig 6.4.5 Torch movements for
cutting cast iron.

6.4.5 Gouging mild steel
For gouging or groove cutting, large orifice and low speed stream of oxygen is required. The low
speed stream oxidizes the surface of metal just and gives more exact gouging. Different types of
gouge shapes can be made by varying pressure of oxygen, speed of travel rate and angle between
plate and tip.
The travelling speed of torch is critical along the gouge line.
Shallow or narrow made if speed is too fast and wide or deep
gouge made if speed is slow.

Fig 6.4.6 Typical gouging operation using
a low-velocity
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6.4.6 Beveling mild steel
Bevelling can be done on plate or sheet to formation of joints for welding. For a 2-inch steel plate,
cut around 2.8 inches of metal at an angle of 45 degrees to make bevel cut. Consider this while
choosing the tip and altering the pressure. For straight cut, use low speed and high pressure.
At the point while bevel cutting, worker should change the tip to make sure pre-warming orifices
straddle the cut. 1-inch iron angle having angle in up direction, is a superb guide for straight bevel
edges.

Fig 6.4.7 Using angle iron to cut
bevels

6.4.7 Pipe cutting
There are two ways for doing the freehand cutting of pipes. For small diameter pipes (i.e. under 76
mm), hold the torch straight and move it up and down from centre to each side. For pipe of large
diameter, point the torch tip toward the centre of the pipe. This method is likewise utilized on all
sizes of substantial walled pipe and be able to be utilized on a few littler pipe dimension.
Hold the torch always like it is parallel to cenetr line of cut. This helps to make the cut in sqaure
shape.

Fig 6.4.8 Pipe cutting sequence
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6.4.8 Piercing holes
For piercing holes in steel plate, cutting torch is a significant means.
1. Place the steel plate on the suitable support.
2. Hold the torch around 1/4 inch over the surface of the plate or on the location of hole.
3. Hold the torch till that a small red hot spot is not appears.
4. At that moment unlock the cutting oxygen valve bit by bit, and in the meantime, lift the
nozzle marginally far from the plate and rotate the torch in spiral position.
5. Now slag has been move out of the hole. Wear proper PPE to avoid any harm from the slag.
If bigger hole is required, first use chalk for outline the hole and use the above process for piercing
hole. With the use of radius bar attachment, round holes can be made very easily.

Fig 6.4.9 Piercing a hole with an oxy-gas cutting torch.
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6.4.9 Cutting rivets
For removing rivets from structures, gas cutting is a very useful process. To cut the rivets, heat
the rivet head by pre-heat flames. Turn on the oxygen when rivet head is heated at required
temperature. Use light punches of hammer for removing the remaining portion of rivet head.
The process of cutting rivet is as:
Step 1:

Use correct pressure of oxygen and torch tip size required for cutting the rivet.

Step 2:

Start heating rivet head till it becomes bright red.

Step 3:

The surface of the plate and the tip should be parallel to each other for which you need
to move the tip and switch on the cutting oxygen gradually.

Step 4:

Incise an opening in the rivet head similar to the screwdriver slot in screw. When cut
reaches near the plate, move back the nozzle little from rivet head to avoid cutting in
plate.

Step 5:

Swing the torch tip through small arc for cutting the half rivet head.

Step 6:

Again swing the torch tip in other tip to cut other half of rivet head.

When the slot has been cut, whatever is left of the rivet rope strands from un-laying. When cut is
about to complete, move back the torch for dispersing the oxygen. This shields the plate and slices
the rivet head.
For cutting button head rivets and countersunk rivets, low speed of cutting tip is needed. A lowspeed cutting tip have large diameter orifice of cutting oxygen.
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Exercise
1. The purpose of fusible plugs on an acetylene cylinder is to provide a __________.
(a) means of draining condensation from the cylinder
(b) convenient place to fill the tank
(c) place on the tank to refill the acetone when it is depleted
(d) safety valve for excessive internal pressure to be released
2. Never release fuel gases __________.
(a) in patio construction areas

(b) around fumes removal equipment

(c) in confined spaces

(d) none of these

3. Oxygen or fuel gas from a cylinder may be used only through ___________.
(a) any reducing regulator
(b) an approved gas specific pressure reducing regulator
(c) a ¼ inch copper coil
(d) a manifold unit
4. Which lubricant(s) should be used when connecting the parts of an oxy fuel gas welder?
(a) Oil

(b) Pipe-fitting compounds

(c) Thread lubricants

(d) None of these

5. What is the PAC current selection based on?
(a) Ambient temperature

(b) Type of electrode

(c) Thickness of the workpiece

(d) PAC manufacturer
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UNIT 6.5: Quality check

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Know about oxy-fuel gas cutting quality check

6.5.1 Judging cutting quality
The quality of an oxy-gas cut can be reviewed by following attributes:
•

Draglines length and shape

•

Sides smoothness

•

Top edges sharpness

•

Metal carrying the slag quantity

1.Drag lines
Line markings visible on the surface of cut are drag lines. Straight drag lines are good but poor drag
lines are long, unpredictable and bended. This kind of drag lines make poor cutting which brings
the cut loss. To check quality of cut, draglines are the finest single sign created by an oxy-gas torch.
Slag circumstances are agreeable when the draglines are short and vertical, have smooth sides and
sharp top edges.

Fig 6.5.1 Effects of correct and incorrect cutting
procedures
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2.Side smoothness
An acceptable oxy-gas cut shows smoothness in sides. A fluted, grooved or worn out cut is an
indication of low quality.

3.Top edges sharpness
The top edges come out because of square and
sharp oxy-gas cut. Rounded top edges are not
acceptable. The top edges melting could occur
because of erroneous preheating systems or
moving the cutting torch too gradually.

4.Slag conditions
An oxy-gas cut cannot be acceptable wherein
slag sticks so firmly with the metal that it becomes hard to evacuate.
Fig 6.5.2 Distortion

5.Distortion
Distortion is the point at which the metal twists or bends because the metal gets heated during
the cutting procedure. This is a noteworthy issue while doing plate cutting. On the off chance that
the twisting is not controlled, the final result may be useless. There are two noteworthy strategies
for controlling bending.

a. One strategy includes making two corresponding cuts on a similar plate at a similar rate and
moment. Distortion is kept at the base if the plate is heated uniformly.

b. The other technique includes begin the cut from the edge of the plate to a small distance,
then skip short tabs of 0.6 m to 0.9 m distance each to shield the cut from isolation. Once
plate cool down, cut the rest of the tabs
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UNIT 6.6: Safety practices during oxy-fuel gas cutting

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Know about hazards during oxy-fuel gas cutting
2. Know about fire prevention during oxy-fuel gas cutting
3. Know about backfire and flashback

6.6.1 Hazards during oxy-fuel gas cutting
Oxy-fuel gas setup has much utilization - welding, heating, cutting and descaling. The oxy-fuel gas
setup is cheap, flexible and simple to shift. Oxy-fuel gas is very broadly utilized that occasionally
people don’t remember regarding the risks. Many accidents occur every year due to improper
utilization of oxy-fuel gas equipments. A few people have died.
The principle risks are:
•

fire caused by melted metal, flashes, heat or get in touch with the fire straight;

•

blast while cutting or fixing tanks or drums;

•

fire/blast occurred due to gas leakage, flashbacks and backfire;

•

fumes made throughout flame cutting;

•

fire/burns coming about because of misuse of oxygen;

•

burns due to get in touch with hot metal;

•

When transporting cylinders, crush or impact wounds.

6.6.2 Preventing fire
The accompanying safety measures will help avoid fire:
•
•

Shift the material in a protected area for completing hot work;
Eliminate adjacent ignitable resources, (for example, combustible fluid, wood, paper,
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materials, bundling or plastics);
•

Guard adjacent flammable supplies which can’t be shifted. Utilize appropriate protects or
wrap, for example, metal sheeting, mineral fiber sheets or fire-retardant covers;

•

Make sure so as to there are no ignitable supplies holed up at the back of the walls or
in partition, especially if the welding or cutting would continue for quite a while. Some
divider boards contain flammable protection materials, e.g. polystyrene;

•

use fire safe sheets or covers to avert hot particles going all the way through opening in
floors and dividers (entryways, windows, link runs, and so on);

•

If the fire results are serious, appoint a watchman for fire watch at workplace. When hot
work completes, keep the fire watch for at least 30 minutes.

•

secure hoses from the fire, sparkles or hot splash from;

•

Keep fire extinguishers adjacent.

6.6.3 Backfires and flashbacks
Backfires
When the fire reverse back in the torch and burst with a sharp blast; is known as backfire. When
the nozzle is blocked partially or torch is held very near to workpiece, then chances of backfire
generate. The fire might reignite in the nozzle. Now and then the fire burns again in torch and
flaming go on within it. Backfires don’t cause any wound or harm, however this could show an
error in the tool.
When a backfire occur:
•

shut off the torch valves, firstly oxygen valve and after that fuel gas valve;

•

close fuel gas and oxygen cylinder valves;

•

Use water for cool down the blowpipe;

•

Check all equipments for any damage.

Flashbacks

Flashbacks are usually source by a reverse run of oxygen
Fig 6.6.1 Flashbacks
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into the fuel gas hose, and generate an explosive blend inside the hose. The flame would then be
able to consume back all the way through the torch, into the hose and can reach in cylinder and
regulator. Flashbacks may bring about harm or decimation of hardware, and could even make the
cylinder detonate.
The accompanying precautionary measures will avoid flashbacks:
•

Utilize the correct illuminating strategy. Clean the hoses prior to illuminating the torch to
expel any conceivably hazardous gas combination. Utilize a spark igniter and light the gas
rapidly when it starts.

•

Ensure that blowpipe is joined with spring stacked non return valves.

•

Utilize right nozzle dimension and gas pressure.

•

Preserve the equipment in fine quality state.

These actions may lessen the flashback danger however won’t totally dispense with it.

Notes
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Key Learning Outcome
At the end of this module, you will be able to:
1. Know about reporting and documentation requirements
2. Know about accident reporting
3. Know about reporting of defective tools
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Unit 7.1: Documentation for health and safety

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Know about accident and incident reporting
2. Know about how to write reports properly
3. Know about how to escalate the issues properly

7.1.1 Accidents and incidents reporting
It is of utmost importance to inform about the accidents and incidence straightaway, irrespective
of the impact of it. Even if there is minor injury or no harm to anyone and you believe it is not
worth reporting, still documentation is needed of the incidence.
Reporting and documentation is necessary for several reasons:
•

Reporting helps in rectifying the situations and avoiding such future incidents.

•

If any occurrence leads to the loss of time or a long term leave and the affected needs to
claim compensation, a proper documentation helps in receiving the appropriate approval.

•

For legal reasons, the accidents leading to the fatal injuries or even to the demise of a
worker must be reported.

•

Any major accidents that includes the disintegration of a building or a major structure failure,
bridge, tower, crane, hoist, temporary construction support system or any excavation an
incident that includes the major release of dangerous material.

Your responsibility requires you to be aware of potential hazards and correct reporting processes.
If you notice a potentially hazardous situation, it is important that you report it immediately to
management and fill out the appropriate forms.
Hazard reports can take a number of different forms:
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•

the standard hazard report used by workers for all hazards

•

reports of infections

•

near-miss incident reports

•

reports of damage and faulty tools, equipments and machines

•

routine inspection reports

•

Behavior incident reports.

7.1.1.1 Reporting format
Reporting of incidents and accidents is required under the Work Health and Safety (WHS)
legislation. Workplaces tend to have well developed reporting procedures in place, which aim to
fully understand the accident/incident and prevent any future occurrences through investment in
injury prevention, based upon accurate data. Reporting and recording should also facilitate costing
and associated financial loss.
Always report an accident to management immediately. There should be a form at each workplace
that you (or the person involved) and any witnesses can fill out, where possible, otherwise it can
be completed by a health and safety representative (HSR) if necessary. The form should cover the
following areas:
•

Description of the occurrence – what was the event that occurred, which required this
report to be completed?

•

Nature of injury or disease – select the most appropriate description from a range of
options. What injury or disease happened as a result of the occurrence?

•

First aid, medical treatment or hospital admission – this section asks for a description of
what was done to treat the injury or disease.

•

Part of the body affected – tick off which part or parts of the body were affected as a result
of the occurrence.

•

Source of injury – what actually caused the person to be injured or acquire a disease? This
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could be a piece of machinery or other hazardous materials for example.
•

Probable cause or causes of injury – how was the source listed above actually responsible
for the injury?

•

Investigation – this asks a series of questions that seek to find out why the person has been
injured or has acquired a disease.

•

Notification checklist – this checklist makes sure that everyone who should have been
contacted regarding the matter has been contacted and asks whether appropriate action
has been taken by the authorities.

•

Preventative action – this asks whether or not any action has been taken to prevent the
occurrence from happening again.

•

Witness details – this part is to be filled out if someone saw the occurrence happen. It is
essential if any sort of legal action is to be taken.

7.1.2 Filling reports and documents properly
In completing the documentation effectively, follow the established pro-forma. It is important to
make sure that regardless of reporting format, all information is recorded in a manner that is:
•

written in proper language

•

correct

•

timely

•

According to organization reporting protocols.

The following suggestions will assist you in accurately completing appropriate reports:
•

Use pen, not pencil.

•

Do not use erasers or liquid paper. If you need to make a correction, put a line through the
word or phrase and write the correction above it. Initial and date the change.

•

Be thorough. Write down everything that is important.
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•

Write your notes as soon as practicable after the incident. Most critical incident reports will
specify a time by which the documentation is to be completed.

•

Remember that case notes or incident reports may be required in the legal arena. In
determining the validity of information, the courts discriminate between facts and opinions.
‘Facts’ are what is directly observed.

•

Use it with particularly important information.

•

Be legible

•

In describing an event, be clear, organized and sequential. Write down what happened in
the order it happened.

•

If you have any concerns about the process of documentation, discuss this with
management.

•

Ensure the report is dated and signed after each entry.

We have looked at a number of aspects of accident/incident reporting, from what we need to
report, e.g. equipment difficulties, damage or malfunction to recording to recording forms
required, e.g. incident reports, fault reports, accident and prevention reports.

Notes
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Exercise
1. Assume you got an accident at work place on your knees. File a report and inform the
management about the accident.

2. What is important in an accident investigation?
a. Only to interview the victim.
b. To clear up the site of the accident as quickly as possible in order to prevent new accidents.
c. To collect all facts and information at the location of the accident.
d. None of these

3. What is an important area for attention if an on-site investigation is conducted after an
accident?
a. That the documents present at the site are retrieved.
b. That this investigation be conducted before the government’s Health and Safety Inspection
Service is informed.
c. That the areas for improvement are discussed with the site’s owner.
d. None of these
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Unit 7.2: Documentation of defects

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Know about reporting of faulty and damage tools

7.2.1 Reporting of faulty and damage tools
Like accident or incident reporting, reporting of faulty and damaged machine, tools and equipments
is also necessary. To reduce the chances of accident or any damage it is very important. Any
damaged, faulty or malfunctioning tools, equipment should be immediately withdrawn from use
and addressed according to organizational policies and procedures. In general, this may require
you to report the damage or fault to management, take action to ensure that you or other workers
are not injured or harmed by the equipment by tagging or labeling it with a hazard sign, and/or
removing the equipment from the area. You should have to check the following details before
doing reporting or providing any repair suggestions:
•

Last date of inspection

•

Last date of repair and which part was repaired.

•

Life cycle of the tool, equipment or machine

In machine or equipment faulty or damage report you have to provide following details:
•

Name of the tool or machine

•

Registration details of machine

•

Who does the inspection of tool and machine before the use

•

Trouble or hazard from the defective tool or machine

•

Defective part name or number

•

Remedial action - Tool or machine has to be discontinued or need repair

•

Which process is going to affect due to the faulty machine or tool
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•

Report whether the machine or tool is performing accurately or precisely.

•

Report that the limits, fits and tolerances are set or not according to industrial standards.

Notes
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8. Problem
identification and
escalation
Unit 8.1 – Risk management
Unit 8.2 – Escalation matrix
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Key Learning Outcomes
At the end of this module, you will be able to:
1. Know about identification of problem
2. Know about risk management process
3. Know about escalation matrix and problem escalation process
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Unit 8.1: Documentation for health and safety

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Know about risk management process
2. Know about inspecting controlling and controlling the problems

8.1.1 Risk management process
To identify problems and suggesting improvements or remedies, you have to follow the specific
procedure of risk management. Risk Management consists of methodical steps for handling
hazards in the workplace. The steps include:

Step 1
Identifying
the Hazard

Step 4

Step 2

Evaluating and
Reviewing the
Process

Assessing
the Risk

Step 3
Controlling
the Risk

Fig. 8.1.1 Risk Management process

Steps:
Step 1: Identifying any anticipated problem – Anything that could lead to any harm to any
person in the work place, e.g. machine moving, poisonous chemicals, and jobs requiring
physical interference.
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Step 2: Evaluating the issues – Assessing the problem on the basis of their impact, e.g. can it cause
a severe injury, sickness or fatality and how likely is this to take place?
Step 3: Control the problem or if it’s not feasible, controlling the threat arising out of the problem
– putting in to practice such strategies that can eradicate or manage the problem, e.g.
designing the equipments differently, putting in machine guards at place, using harmless
chemicals, placing heavy objects lifting equipments to reduce manual weight lifting or PPE
or inform to supervisor or seniors.
Step 4: Analyzing risk evaluation - to keep a check on control measures and adding better control
measures. Also need to discover secure ways of doing things.ways of doing things.

Notes
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Unit 8.2: Escalation matrix

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Know about problem management process
2. Know about escalation matrix

8.2.1 Escalation matrix
For escalating issues to the concerned department, every organization follows a specific procedure.
This procedure is based on escalation matrix.
Problem management process
1. Identify problems as described earlier
2. Logging problems – Log the complaint report to the concerned person via email or
procedure specified by organization.
3. Categorize problems – categorize the problems into hazards, accidents, faulty tools or
equipments and general problems.
4. Prioritization of problem – prioritize the problem according to its impact or severity into
high, low, moderate and critical.
5. Initially diagnosis the problem and collect data and information regarding that.
6. Escalate the problem to the management through the escalation procedure.
7. Review the remedial action taken by the management to resolve the situation
8. If found any problem again, then notify the management again about the problem and also
suggest the remedial action required for it.
9. Close the complaint after solution of problem.
Escalation matrix is a complaint logging system (complaint box) allows you to specify multiple user
contacts to be notified in the event of issues. By using escalation matrix you can notify the right
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people at the right time about critical alerts irrespective of the business hours. The escalation
matrix is time zone specific and it is available 24X7. The key features of escalation matrix are as
follows.
•

The escalation levels are based on schedules.

•

The service is available 24X7 and schedules are allocated accordingly.

•

The schedules are time zone specific.

•

A matrix can be defined at multiple levels ranging from senior management to lower
management.

This implies that you can now have exclusive user groups notified of issues depending on device
roles or locations or issue types.

8.2.2 How does escalation matrix work
How does escalation matrix work for Complaints?
In escalation matrix, complaints severity can be assigned into different levels, Level 1 and can
be escalated to next levels. These next levels, say are called Level 2 and Level 3 respectively.
Administrators can assign Level 1, Level 2 and Level 3 departments.
Once the Level 1, Level 2 and Level 3 departments are defined, here is the how this works:

8.2.1 Escalation matrix
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Steps:
Step 1: Complaint of a given category will by default be assigned and notified by email to the Level
1 department of that category.
Step 2: It defines which an issue has to be raised to whom and within which time frame.
Step 3: If the complaint is not resolved within X number of days (X is the time defined for Level 1
department to resolve the issue), the complaint will be escalated to Level 2 department.
Step 4: If the complaint is not resolved within Y number of days (Y is the time defined for Level 2
department to resolve the issue), the complaint will be escalated to Level 3 department.
At every escalation, L1/L2/L3 owners can receive notifications.
This is the process of escalating the issues to your supervisor to your senior management. If you
will get any issues, you have to lodge the complaint according to the complaint box system followed
by your organization.
Concerns and complaints may be received by any member of staff. It is important that they are
dealt with promptly and effectively by following the organizational policies and procedures.

Notes
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others
Unit 9.1 – Ensure appropriate communication with others
Unit 9.2 – Workplace etiquettes
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Key Learning Outcomes
At the end of this module, you will be able to:
1. Know about effective communication with colleagues
2. Know about workplace etiquettes
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Unit 9.1: Appropriate communication with others

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Know about how to communicate effectively with colleagues
2. Know about effective communication

9.1.1 Communicate with others properly
What will be the reaction of yours when people say a largely about you. The success of the
organization depends on each colleague.
•

For success of organization learn your co-workers’ names and learn them quickly because
people loves hear their names.

•

It doesn’t matter a person is more or less significant because of his/her designation. Always
use to speak to every person you work with or pass in the lobby. You should respect every
employee.

•

Self-assessment: Make your own assessment how you behave your supervisor(s),
subordinates, and peers. Would the changes in the dealings, if seen by others, put you in
negative list? If so, find where the unevenness, and start the procedure of reworking the
relationship active.

•

Share about your personal life is your choice with employees but always be careful. May
cause a negative impact because of yours openness. Didn’t shows interest or ask people to
share their personal lives with you. This makes people uncomfortable in the job.

•

Always respect other people’s personal space. Different people having different personal
space than your own.

Usually, what you say is not important, how you are saying matters. Accurate communication is
very important whether you are communicating in spoken or written way.
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9.1.2 Effective communication with colleagues
To communicate better with your colleagues at work place here are some ways:
•

Listen actively: This shows that what your team mates have to say and that you should
respect them and you’re interested. Few things you need to follow: Listen to them carefully,
positioning your body towards people, and look at them directly. Never interrupt them
while they’re speaking. If you listen to them closely and wait for them to finish speaking
you’ll only be able to understand what people are trying to speak. After listening you can
ask questions to clarify any issues. When anyone talking to you doesn’t email or text.

•

Face to face talk and Speak with pleasure: To avoid any misunderstandings with your team
mates should speak with pleasure. To understand your colleague point of view and feelings
a face to face communication helps with building trust and openness.

•

Offer constructive criticism:While giving feedback, don’t involve personal feelings and
make sure your team mates fully understands what you are try to telling them. If someone
did a great job, offer positive support and give them upgrading tips without being unkind
or dominant.

•

Build and earn trust:Trust and respect play an
important role for effective communication to occur. To
build faith with your team mates, it’s significant that
you act steadily and with honesty. Clear communicate,
collaboratively and confidentially with them while
showing the respect to earn their faith. To create trust

Fig 9.1.1 Team work

and understand with your colleagues, the clear and
concise communication should be there.
•

Get personal but don’t be too casual: Colleagues personal lives should be discuss during
breaks or after work to know better by talking. This helps to build faith. Don’t get too
casual in your discussions, especially in the work place, as it may cause the other people
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uncomfortable.
•

Tell them how what you’re communicating is relevant to them: For relevant communication
it related to what the other person wants, doubts or needs. First find out how what you’ll
say or write is pertinent to your team mates and then exPush them. If your communication
is certainly relevant to them, then it will keep them listening to or reading.

•

Keep spoken and written communications short, simple and direct: Limited time is
constraints so don’t think your team mates to listen to and read everything that you’re
trying to tell them. Try not to giving those complicated descriptions and endorsements
with the expectation they will know everything straight away. Short, simple and direct
communications is the best way to exPush.

Notes
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Unit 9.2: Workplace etiquettes

Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Know about organization policies and procedures
2. Know about workplace etiquettes

9.2.1 Follow organization policies and procedures
Organization policies and procedures while working with colleagues:
•

Never use abusive words with the colleagues

•

Follow work etiquettes

•

Never share secret or confidential information with your colleagues

•

Help your colleague in case of emergency or difficult situations

•

Coach your colleagues in case of problems and about organization policies and procedures.

•

Communicate with them properly.

9.2.2 Workplace etiquettes
In the business world the way you present yourself to others tells capacities about you. Seconds of
meeting will decide first imPushions about others. Present yourself professional after you’re hired
for a job.
Important tips that help to succeed on the work place:
Make a positive impression
To improve overall image and confidence a good imPushion on the work place play an important
role.
•

At the beginning of your first day, meet each of your team mates.

•

Always make eye contact, turn towards them and listen attentively with co-workers if they
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are speaking to you.
•

NEVER assume you can wear casual clothing to work, always
verify and follow the employer’s office dress code.

•

Bag or purse and the belongings you carry in them must say
something about your personality. Disordered items may
diminish from the image you would like to present.

•

In a first time meeting with someone, smile and shake hands

Fig 9.2.1 Workplace etiquettes

palm to palm with a gentle control.
•

Always alert and ready to contribute to the company and avoid sleepiness which can cause
a negative effect in the workplace.

•

Always be on time each day. Avoid your personal items away and ready to start workday.

•

Kindness and courtesy is the most important factor which always counts!

Work space savvy
You can spend more working hours at your job than in home.
•

Work station should be professional and well-ordered with suitable private touches! It
reflects good impression on the team mates.

•

Always give respect to others’ space whether it is a cubicle or office so not just walk in; you
should knock or make your presence gently known. Always invite team mates if they have
a few minutes to talk. Wait until you are invited to sit down don’t assume greeting of your
presence is an invitation to sit down.

•

An important phone call could be damage by you so don’t interrupt people on the phone.

•

Bound personal calls, if your work spaces don’t have a door.

•

Always ask your superior when and where it is suitable to use your phone in office.

•

Try not to use ear buds or headphones to listen to music while at job.

•

Smells and noise from food can be distracting others so avoid food consumption to a
minimum.
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